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Monday Afternoon, May 2.6, 1980

Hospital Seeks
Teenagers
For Volunteers
Applicants are being accepted for
this summer's Teenage Volunteer program at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
An organizational meeting for all interested teenagers will be held,
Wednesday, June 4, in the hospital
cafeteria at 10 a.m. Applications will be
distributed and details of the program
discussed.
The eight-week program begins officiall with morning orientation sessions Juen 11, 12,and 13 from 9-11 a.m.
The program wis open to boys and
girls who will be at least 14 years old
when the program begins and have
their parent's consent to be a volunteer.
Volunteers will be able to select the
day or days they wish to work, but each
must agree to devote at least four consecutive hours of work per week and
wear a standard uniform. TAVs may be
absent, however,for vacation or camp.
Depending on time and day
preferences, jobs are available in areas
such as x-ray, laboratory, dietary, central supply, long term care, physical
therapy, business office, housekeeping
and nursing. Seniority and early applications are factors in job placement.
Contact the Hospital's Public Relations office at 753-5131. extension 338 for
more information.
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KSP Uses
Unusual
Vehicles
Beginning with the Memorial Day
Weekend and continuing through the
summer,the Kentucky State Police will
use a number of " non-traditional"
vehicles to enforce the speed limit, according to State Police Commissioner
Kenneth E. Brandenburgh.
The vehicles, including a wrecker,
pick-up and 1949 Ford, will be stationed
at high-accident, high-fatality locations
around the state. The vehicles will be
equipped with radar.
Brandenburgh said each state police
post will have an unmarked and
unusual vehicle in use in the post area.
These vehicles will not be used to pull
over speeders, he said. Marked state
police cruisers located nearby will
ticket cars caught in the radar.
'The sole purpose of these vehicles is
not to catch speeders, but to slow down
traffic," Brandenburgh said.
"Our goal isn't to write a large
number of speeding tickets, but to
reduce the number of traffic fatalities
and encourage the voluntary compliance with the 55 mph speed limit."
The unusual vehicles are a part of the
state police 55-Please program. The
federally funded program is designed
to reduce accidents and fatalities by enforcing the speed limit.
Since beginning the program April I,
troopers have increased traffic enforcement on state roads by 26 percent,on interstates by 29 percent and on US
highways by 45 percent.
The number of speeding tickets written this year has risen 33 percent over
last year. Traffic fatalities are down 30
percent over last year.
Ten persons died last year during the
Memorial Day Weekend. State police
estimate that a third of the fatal accidents were directly related to
speeding.

In Our 100th Year

For Tuesday's Primary

Light Turnout
Is Predicted

REGIONAL GIRLS DOUBLES TENNIS CHAMPIONS — Candy Jackson, left, and Kathy Outland are shown with their
individual trophies ano the school trophy after they breezed by Lone Oak's Suzie Wilkins and Karen Herndon,6-1,
6-1 for the championship. The two will defend their state championship in Lexington this Friday and Saturday.

New Iran Parliament Addressed;
Envoy Assesses Hostage Situation
By The Associated Press
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and
President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr addressed members of Iran's new Parliament, as three European Socialist'
leaders and a U.N. envoy visited
Tehran to assess the situation of the
U.S. hostages.
Iranian officials said the hostage
question was not discussed in separate
meetings Sunday night and today when
the Europeans — Chancellor Bruno
Kreisky of Austria, former Swedish
Prime Minister Olof Palms and
Spanish Socialist Party chief Felipe
Gonzalez — met with Bani-Sadr and
Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh.
But sources said it would be taken up
in another meeting the Europeans were
to have with Bani-Sadr before leaving
Tehran tonight.
Kreisky, who earlier called the visit a

-pure information trip" on behalf of the
Socialist International, said they
-discussed all aspects of the revolution" during their first meeting with
Bani-Sadr. Said Palme: "We discussed
all relevant questions."
U.N. Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim's envoy, Syrian U.N. Ambassador Adib Daoudy, met with
Ghotbzadeh and said the U.N. factfinding commission that visited Iran
earlier this year might be allowed to
return to Tehran to complete its mission. He did not elaborate.
Daoudy and the other four members
of the commission were in Tehran at
the end of February and early March to
hear evidence on Iran's charges
against the ousted -shah, but they left
when Khomeini and the militants refused to let them visit the hostages as a
step toward arranging their release.

Khomeini told the deputies, who meet
for the first time Wednesday and are to
decide the fate of the 53 hostages, to
adopt a foreign policy that follows
"neither East nor West" and to stay
united.
You should dillauss, not fight," he
said in a recorded speech broadcast
Sunday by Tehran Radio. "Even the
discussion should be conducted in a
mild Islamic manner.
"You should not start by dividing
yourselves into factions, as they used to
do in former Majlis sessions."
The Islamic Republican Party, which
is dominated by hardline Moslem
clergymen, commands a majority in
the new Parliament, or Majlis, and
many of its representatives are expected to insist the some of the hostages
be tried as spies.

Of USS Nimitz, Texas, California

Navy Crews Home After Mission
By R.D. GERSH
Associated Press Writer
NORFOLK, Va.(AP) — They sailed
for nine months and 75,000 miles and
watched the aircraft leave for an
aborted rescue mission in Iran. Today,
the men of the USS Nimitz, USS Texas
and USS California are coming home.
The 7,000 Navy men are returning to
a hero's welcome from their
commander-in-chief, President Carter,
and 50,000 relatives, friends and wellwishers expected at the Norfolk Naval
Base.
The welcome came one day after
aviators from the Nirnitz returned to
their home bases.
Some Navy and local officials called
the outpouring of support and interest
in the return of Indian Ocean battle
group unprecedented in the years since
World War II.
Carter was to address the men on the
Nimitz, with his remarks broadcast to
the two cruisers and the families on

shore.
The battle group left Norfolk in early
September for a routine Mediterranean
cruise but was diverted to the Indian
Ocean in January following the seizure
of American hostages in Iran and the
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. The
Nimitz did not have a port call after it
left Italy on Jan. 3.
The RH-53D helicopters used in the
attempted rescue of the hostages, an attempt that left eight American servicemen dead,flew off the Nimitz while
It sailed within sight of Iran.
HM16, the squadron that maintained
the helicopters and left seven of its
eight aircraft in the Iranian desert,flew
home May 18. Three squadrons from
the carrier's airwing returned to Naval
Air Station Oceana in Virginia Beach on
Sunday and other air teams went to
home bases on the West Coast and in
Florida.
"It's the most emotional experience
I've had in the U.S. Navy," Crndr.

Emory Brown, skipper of Oceansbased VF84, said of watching
helicopters take off for the rescue mission from a ship bathed in "total
silence."
"We knew where they were going. We
knew exactly what was going on," even
when no one told them officially, Brown
said.
Brown's F-14 team and the carrier's
other fighter and attack squadrons
were on alert for the 11 hours'from
takeoff until word came the mission
was aborted, he said.
"It's tragic, but at least we tried," he
said. "We'll think about it the rest of
our lives."
But many aviators had other things
on their minds at the sight of families,
friends and home. "First comes this,"
said Lt. Larry Fritsch of VA36 as he
took a sip of beer. "Then comes this,"
as he kissed "very good friend" Becky
Graves.

A light turnout is predicted for Tuesday's Primary Election even though
party candidates for First District
representative and U.S. senator will be
decided, in addition to the state's
presidential preference primary.
Clara Humphrey, a Murray High
School English teacher, and Kenneth
Rains of Hopkinsville, an ophthalmic
assistant, are giving incumbent Carroll
Hubbard Jr. of Mayfield his first opposition since he defeated incumbent
Frank A. Stubblefield of Murray for the
Congressional seat in 1974. There are no
Republican candidates.
The Senate primary appears an exercise in futility for the sole opponent of
Democratic incumbent Wendell H.
Ford of Owensboro and whichever of
the six Republicans wins the GOP
primary.
Flora Templeton Stuart, a Bowling
Green lawyer, opposes Ford in her first
race, which actually is political
preparation for another contest she
plans to enter ins few years.
Ford, a former governor, has raised
$360,000 for the non-campaign, but
seems to be spending little or none of it.
Republicans in the race are Jackson
M. Andrews of Louisville, Mary Louise
Foust of Shelbyville, Tommy Klein of
Louisville, Dr. Yale Jay Lubkin of
Casey Creek, Granville Thomas of London and DeSota Vaught of Science Hill.
Meanwhile, the closing days of a lowkey campaign for Kentucky's presidential primaries included appearances by
President Carter's Kentucky campaign
manager and a member of the Kennedy
Dale Sights, Carter's campaign
chairman,and Sen. Walter -Dee" Huddleston, D-Ky., were in Louisville
Saturday to urge about three dozen
local Democrats to work for Carter.
Huddleston called for a 'tremendous
majority" to give Carter all of Kentucky's 50 Democratic delegates.
Sights called for a big win to preserve
the good relationship they said Kentucky Democratic leaders enjoy with
the president. Carter has powerful party officials lined up in Kentucky from
the governor on down.
Robert Kennedy Jr. also was in
Louisville to speak on behalf of his uncle, Sen. Edward Kennedy, and he
noted that Carter has lost eight of the
last 15 primaries.
Kennedy said presidents who lose
primaries are not re-elected.
"It's going to be difficult for the
Democratic Party to nominate President Carter. He's not a strong candidate," Kennedy said.
Young Kennedy has campaigned in
east Kentucky, Louisville, Lexington
and north Kentucky, and Kennedy supporters hope for about 10 of Kentucky's
50 delegates.
Spending has been light, however.
Kennedy campaign officials say they
may have spent $1,000 in the state. Edward F. Prichard Jr., Kennedy's state
chairman,said of the election,"It's just
going to happen."
Sights said Carter's campaign might
have cost $2,000 in Kentucky.
George Bush, taking on frontrunner
Ronald Reagan for the Republican
nomination, campaigned in the state
last Tuesday, the same day he defeated
Reagan 2-1 in Michigan.
Television networks said last Tues-

Or Could Prevent Repeat Of Last Week's Devastation

Eruption May Be Sign Of Things To Come
By BRUCE BARTLRY
Associated Press Writer
The
VANCOUVER, Wash. (APp
eruption that sent two new showers of
ash from Mount St. Helens could be an
unpleasant harbinger of things to come
— or could prevent a repeat of last
week's devastating blowout, scientists
say.
"We may be lucky if we have the
volcano clearing its throat like this Once
in a while rather than building up to one
big blast," said U.S. Geological Survey
kologist Tim Halt as the volcano sent

muddy ash showers over western
Washington and Oregon on Sunday.
"Every tune the volcano clears its
throat, it relieves a little pressure."
Rescue helicopters were grounded,
and holiday travelers were stranded
and spattered with muddy rain as the
unpredictable Mountain turned day to
night with another mighty belch of
volcanic ash.
No injuries were reported from Sunday's blast, but it was the most violent
since the volcano blew Its top May IS,
killing at least 18 people. Another 731

people are officially listed as missing.
Halt and other scientists said the
latest eruptions — which sent plumes of
ash up to 40,000 feet above sea level —
followed a normal pattern for a
Cascade volcano They said such blasts
could continue for some time or could
stop soon.
"My guess is that individual bursts
like the one we're seeing
will not occur continuously for months or weeks,
but might occur for a day or so several
times in the coming months," said
geologist Dan Miller.

Sunday's eruptions came from two
points on the moutain's northwest and
southwest corners, according to pilots
who flew through a shroud of clouds
around the mountain.
Ash was sent into the rainy aTr and
fell as mud over a 200-mile path in northern Oregon and southwest
Washington. Traces of ash were
reported at the northern tip of the
Olympic Peninsula and near the Canadian border. The heaviest concentration was in the nearby Longview-Kelsf)
area, about 35 miles southwest of tlfi

peak
Thousands of Memorial Day tourists
were caught by ash at coastal resorts in
Washington and Oregon.
The gritty showers brought traffic on
Interstate 5 — the main north-south
route through Washington — to a halt
Eight people were injured in a 12-car
accident in Ritzville, Wash , when
winds churned up ash from last week's
blast, and air traffic was at a standstill
in Portland as the latest fallout drifted
over Oregon's most populous region.

day's primaries gave Reagan enough
delegates to ensure him the nomination, however.
Bush folded his effort in California
and went home to Houston to reassess
his plans. Late in the week, his son,
Niel, campaigned in southeastern Kentucky, Lexington and northern Kentucky, still seeking support that would_
give some of Kentucky's 27 Republican
delegates to Bush.
The Republican ballot will also include former Minnesota Gov. Harold
Stassen and Los Angeles businessman
Benjamin Fernandez.
In addition to Kennedy and Carter,
the Democratic ballot will include
Cleveland lawyer Richard Kay and
former Mississippi Gov. Cliff Finch.
Voters may also chose the "uncommitted" slot, an option-for those who
wish to vote but not for one of the candidates on the ballot. If more than 15
percent of either the Democratic or
Republican Party vote "uncommitted," that part of the Kentucky delegation would not be committed on the first
national convention ballot to vote for
any particular candidate.
Polls will be open from 6 a.m. to 6
p.m. for the state's voters. Latest
statistics show there are 1.2 million
registered Democrats and 490,000
Republicans.
Only two congressional races have
drawn much statewide interest. In the
6th District, the Republican incumbent,
Rep. Larry Hopkins, rests during the
primary while seeking a second term in
November.
Four Democrats are competing, including late entry John Y. Brown Sr.,
80, father of the Kentucky governor,
who has drawn his personal and financial support.
Some politicians are lining up behind
Brown, especially in his home Lexington area, whose populous votes are
vital in November if the Democrats
hope to unseat Hopkins. But the probable favorite still is state Sen. Tom
Easterly of Frankfort.
The other Democrats are Ed Miller of
Cynthiana and David Lee of Frankfort.
In the 5th District of southeast Kentucky, where Republican nomination
all but means the election, 11 GOP contenders are searching for votes, a few
via media campaigns but most through
personal contact in a basically rural
area.
The assumption of most observers is
that the four pack leaders are the
Rogers of Somerset — state Sen. John
Rogers and Harold Rogers, last year's
losing GOP candidate for lieutenant
governor — state Sen. Gene Huff of
London and Torn Emberton of Edmonton, who lost to Ford in the 1971 gubernatorial contest.
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sunshine
and warm
Bright sunshine and warm
temperatures today. Highs in the
mid to upper 30s. Clear and mild
tonight with lows in the low 803.
Sunny and continued very warm
on Tuesday with highs near 90.
Winds northeasterly at 5 to 10
miles an hour today and light and
variable tonight and Tuesday.
Extended Forecast
Mostly cloudy and warm
Wednesday through Friday with
a chance of showers Thursday
and Friday.. Highs in the 80s
Wednesday and Thursday and in
the upper 70s Friday. Lows in the
60s
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Tennis Group
Plays Tuesday

cmit COMMUNITY
CAIX NDAR

PT

Monday., May 26

Mosday, May 211

Tuesday, May 27

Oaks Country Club will have
a golf scramble tournament at
1 p.m. at the club. A potluck
supper is listed on the
schedule of events.
Memor • 1 Day events at the
Murray Country Club include
golf at 4 p.m and a potluck at
7 p.m.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon planned
Wednesday at the Murray
Country Club should be made
by today with Alice Purdom.
luncheon chairman.
Senior Citizens Chorus,
directed by Wayne Halley,
will not practice today due to
the Memorial Day Holiday.

Recovery, Inc ,will meet at
7 30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets
Senior Citizens office is closed today for Memorial Day_

Men's Church Sofftball
League will start play at 6
p.m. at the City-County Park

Parents Anonymous is
scheduled to meet at 7:15 p.m.
For information call 759-1792.

Hazel Lions Club will meet
at 7 p.m at the Hazel Community Center
Reception for Mr and Mrs.
Dwane Melton in celebration
of their 25th wedding anniversary will be held from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Community Room
of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank.
Tuesday, May 27
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Clara Jean
Paschall
Standard First Aid and Personal Safety Classes will be
taught from 5:30 to 8 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library.
For information call the Red
Cross office, 753-1421.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
carft class on Beaded Flower
Baskets by Annette Lale, and
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
at Main and Broach is open
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon today
Auditions for the Summer
Playhouse in the Park season
will be held from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
and 7 to 9 p.m. at the Calloway
Public Library.
Murray Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Ellis Center.
Events include Library program at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and Jug and Rhythm
Band practice at 12:30 p.m.

Events at Douglas Community Center will include
lunch at 12 noon; nutrition program by Clara Bramley at
Hazel Senior Citizens will 12:30 p.m., and table games
have activities from 10 a.m. to from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
Bible Journaling group will
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
F
,
Omura
Art
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Recoroes • IFsv• 'Gorr ,
will
Citizens
Senior
Dexter
Rebecca Dublin.
FIF
...j•
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
'FFM)Iii. .
Today is Primary Election
Center.
Day. Exercise Your Privilege
Calloway County High To Vote.
PP"ati hums
Training for unit leaders for
School Graduation will be at 8
the Murray-Calloway Girl
p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Scout Day Camp will be held
Special program by at 9 a.m, at the Girl Scout
members of the Seventh and Cabin, Sharpe Street. For inPoplar Church of Christ will formation clal 753-7319.
be presented for the Senior
Wednesday, May 28
* GARY ROW J
. Citizens at the Ellis Center at 7
Ladies day events at Mur*1001/ FOSTER ( R)
p.m. Senior Citizens needing
transportation may call 753- ray Country Club will include
luncheon at noon with Alice
°929 by 11:30a.m. on today.
ISM Oyer ilirs 529
Purdom as chairman,and golf
7:10,9:15
Prayer breakfast for First and tennis at 9:30 a.m.
Standard First Aid and PerUnited Methodist Men will be
held at the Triangle Inn at 7 sonal Safety Classes will be
taught at the Calloway Public
Library from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
A 24 Now
of the Chrismeeting
Board
Call 753-1421 for information.
Nightmore Of Terror)
tian Women's Fellowship will
Ladies day events at the
be held at 7:30 p.m. in the
Oaks Country Club will be at
library of the First Christiar
9:30 a.m. with Mabel Rogers
Church.
as golf hostess and Ruth
of:
(take
Murray TOPS
Caldwell as bridge hostess.
will
pounds sensibly) Club
Auditions for Summer
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and Playhouse in the Park will be
held from 4:30 to 6 p.m. and 7
Olive Streets.
to 9 p.m. at the Calloway
Singles Class of the seventh Public Library.
and Poplar Church if Christ
Children's Choirs of First
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
United Methodist Church will
I 15i
church building.
have an outing at the Stabler
Meeting of ale Tau Phi Farm at 4 p.m.
Lambda Sorority of the
n(Ps
Nutrition Program for the
Woodmen of the World has
10:250n1
Elderly will serve lunch at 12
•
been changed to June 3.
noon at the Douglas Center.

The line up for Ladies Day
Tennis for the A group for the
Murray Country Club is hated
below. Play will be held only
on Tuesday, beginning at 930
a.m.
Carol Boaz, Jana Hughes,
Lillie Johnson, Lynn Stout.
Patsy Miller, Kay Ray, Penny Cappock,Sharon Wells.
Nancy Whitmer, Shirley
Boone, Joni Billington and
Agnes Payne.
Lois Keller, Ettunie Edwards, Sharon Brown,
Georgianna Moffitt.
If you need a substitute,
please call Lynn Houston.

Kiircry
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By Abigail Van Buren

"Wicked Stepmother"
A Fairy-Tale Image

(If intereq

Senior
Citizens
Menus Given
Menus for the Nutrition Program for the elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been
released for the week of May
26 to May 30.
Meals are served Monday
through Friday at 12 noon at
the Douglas Center and at
11:45 a.m. at the Hazel
Center; and on Tuesday and
Thursday at 12 noon at the
Ellis Community Center.
Meals are also sent out each
day.
The menus are as follows:
Monday - meat loaf, mashed potatoes, green beans, corn
bread, butter, peach 'cobbler,
raisins, milk,coffee,tea.
Tuesday - chicken livers
with bacon and onions, sliced
carrots, baby peas, hot roll,
butter, honey dew melons,
milk, coffee, tea.
Wednesday - weight watchers baked chicken, spinach,
whole kernel corn, hot roll,
butter, orange,milk, coffee,
tea.
Thursday - lasagna, green
peas, creamy coleslaw, garlic
bread, butter, Hawaiian sweet
potatoes, pineapple, milk, coffee, tea.
Friday - hamburger with
cheese, baked beans, onion,
pickle, tomato, lettuce,
mustard, catsup, bun, butter,
carrot and raisin salad, milk,
coffee, tea.

DEAR ABBY. When I married Jim last year I was a
divorcee with a daughter. 101 and a son, 7. Jim was also
divorced, with two sons, 9 and 12. Jim's ex-wife has
remarried and his children live with their mother, but we
have them on weekends and school vacations.
Abby, being a stepmother presents so many problems. I
don't know where to begin. First there's the problem of
discipline. I've always been very strict with my own
children, hut when I married Jim, I wanted so much for his
children to like me, I started off treating them more like
guests, which my own children resented. Then when I laid
down the law, my stepchildren said. "You aren't our real
mother, so we don't have to mind you!" How does one
handle that?
Also, on parents' visiting night at school, should my
children'a "real" father attend with me? Or should their
stepfather attend? And on my stepchildren's visiting night,
should I go with my husband, or should his ex-wife go?
I am so confused, I am dizzy. Can you help me?
TEXAS STEPMOTHER
DEAR STEPMOTHER: Move over. According to the
latest statistics, one out of every five children in the
U.S. is a child of divorce, and since 85 percent of
divorcees remarry within five years, the number of
stepparents is now multiplying like rabbits. And so
are the problems.
About discipline: The tendency to start off treating
one's stepchildren like guests is natural, so toughen
up and let them know there is one set of rules for all
the children, and that's that!
Concerning parents' visiting night: Ask the children what their preferences are and respect them.
Please get the June issue of Parents' Magazine and
read "Stepmothers Aren't Wicked Anymore" by Eda
LeShan. This excellent article offers some realistic
and practical solutions to some of the thorny problems stepmothers face.
I have often said, -The toughest job in the world is
hying a mother." Let me amend that. The toughest job
in the world is, being a stepmother!
DEAR ABBY: My husband of 25 years has been playing
poker with the boys every Monday night for years. Every
time I ask him how he came out he says, "I broke even."
Abby, I wasn't born yesterday. I know it's impossible to
break even every time. Do you think he usually loses but
doesn't want to admit it because he's ashamed?
Or do you think he usually wins but doesn't want me. to
know because he's afraid I might ask him to hand over part
of his winnings'?
AARON'S WIFE
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SALE
$20 to $100
OFF EVERY
APPLIANCE
on our display floor
for one week only
Washers • Dryers • Ranges
Refrigerators • Freezers
Sewing Machines • Vacs
Window Air Conditioners
Televisions • Stereos
Dishwashers • Disposers
Compactors • Water Heaters
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DEAR WIFE: Probably both.
DEAR ABBY: I am writing a paper on modern marriage
and need your input. Judging from the letters you get, what
would you say is the most common complaint women have
about their husbands'?
Also, what is the most common complaint men have
about their wives?
MADISON, WIS.

DEAR MADISON: The wives' most common comSAVE ON BILLS
plaint: "My husband doesn't appreciate me."
To save on hot water bills,
The husbands': "She nags me."
fill a pan-or the other half of
CONFIDENTIAL to those who have sent for
a double sink - with rinse
water instead of letting the tap Abby's booklets: Please, please be patient. I am
literally deluged with orders and am getting them out
run.
as quickly as possible.

MAY 26 to MAY 31
Now on sale in our"HX,"-T"and "R"Supplements
plus other specials
Ask about Sears credit plans
,r1Amfar Iton Gunranteed

PHONE
753-2310
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Shopping
Center
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Golf Play'-

For Recapturing Those
Beautiful Memories. ..

Photography
Artcraft
Portraits, Weddings, Prames
One Day Processing
1 18 So. 1 2th

is with pleasure
to announce that
Buchanan.
Jane
of
bride -elect
Michael Badger has
selected her pottery.
crystal and stainless
from our complete
bridal registry.
Jane and Michael
will be married June
14, 1980

ry Brancil
chestnut
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Wednesday At Murray Club
Mary Bogard was medalist
in the championship Flight of
Ladies day golf play on
Wednesday, May 21, at the
Murray Country Club, according to Urbena Koenen, golf
hostess.
Other winners were: thus
Orr, first flight; Anna Mary
Adams, second flight; Betty
Hinton, third flight; Barbara
Stacey and Molly Booth tied
for fourth flight.
Exie Hill will be hostess for
ladies day golf play on
Wednesday, May 28, with
lineups as follows:
9 a.m.No. 1 tee - Mary Bogard,
Fairs Alexander, Betty Lowry
and Evelyn Jones.
No. 4 tee - Betty Hinton,

FIRST EDMON
The first edition of the
Reader's Digest appeared in
February of 1972.

Boys
Sportcoats & Suits

Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Euvie
Mitchell and Venda Sexton.
No. 6 tee: Sue Brown,
Jerlene Sullivan, Toni Hopson
and Madelyn Lamb.
No. 8 tee: Betty Jo Purdom,
Dorothy Fike, Carol Hibbard
and Frances Hulse.
9:10 a.m.No. 1 tee: Louise Lamb,
Jane Fitch, Urbena Koenen
and Sadie West.
No. 4 tee: Alice Purdom,
Sue Costello, Anna Mary
Adams and Catherine Garrott.
No. 6 tee: Euldene Robinson, Edith Garrison, Inus Orr
and Rowena Cullom.
No. 8 tee: Diane Villanova,
Sandy Coleman, Chris
Graham and Margaret Shuf!ett.
9:20a.m.No. 1 tee: Norma Frank,
Pam Mavity, Barbara Stacey
and Nancy Haverstock.
No. 4 tee: Molly Booth,
Vickie Baker and Janice
Howe.
No.6 tee: Dorothy Overbey,

Peggy Shoemaker and Susan
McKnelly.
No. 8 tee: Mary Belle
Overbey, Mary Bazzell and
Lorraine Maggard.
Any one listed who is unab:e
to play should contact some
one in their group or call Exie
Hill.
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Every 1-Boy" is a hearty
double-decker, with two beef patties.
lettuce, melted cheese, and tasty sauce, all on a
sesame seed bun. And Jerry's famous Strawberry Pie is
made with fresh strawberries, our secret-recipe glaze,
and real whipped (ream topping. What a meal! Two
Jerry's Originals for a very special price.

Offer expires June 15, 1980.

One of Jerry's Best...for less.
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Vanessa Usrey Graduates
And Will Work At Lourdes

1

Vanessa Kay Usrey,
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. J. D.
Usrey, B.1s, Route 1,
Highways NS and SO, received
her Bachelor of Science
degree in nursing from Murray State University on May
10 and will take her state nursing board examination in July
Miss Usrey has been work-

PADUCAH PATIENT
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs Vergie Treas of
Mrs Juanita Zeiss ot Murray has been a patient at Kirksey has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Paducah.

r.m••••••••

Bridal Brunch Held In
Honor Anita Thomas
Miss Anita Riley of
Mayfield, bride-elect of Mark
Thomas of Murray, was the
guest of honor at a brunch held
Saturday, May 10, at a Murray
restaurant. Guests were
seated at tables overlooking
the terrace.
Serving as hostesses were
Mrs. Milton Jones, Mrs. Jun
Frank, Mrs. Wallace Baggett,
Mrs. Otis Erwin, Mrs. Eli
Alexander, Mrs. Max Brandon, Mrs. Richard Orr, and
Mrs. William Smith, all of
Murray.
The honoree was presented
a corsage of daisies and other

by MILL W.P. MU/AM

spring floweres to complement her trousseau dress, a
two piece model of cotton in
navy,red, and white. She wore
matching accessories.
The hostesses also
presented Miss Riley with a
charcoal grill as a wedding
gift.
Centering the tables were
arrangements of peonies and
daisies. Silver appointments
were used. Placecards also
were decorated with
miniature spring flowers.
Twenty-five guests were
present.

bugs and many, many other
topics dear to the heart of
anyone who plants and grows
anything
Not only is there a mutual
love of those things but there
is also a respect for the
ground and all those things
that grow in it. Perhaps there
is also a respect and awe for
the God
who created
everything These ties tend to
make real friends, friends
who understand each other
and by respecting the same
things, they respect each
other
I think gardeners find as
much to talk about as two
grandmothers
getting
together with pictures of their
grandchildren. Folks have
stopped asking how my
grandchildren are, for fear
that I will tel them. Perhaps
the reason we find gardening
so fascinating is that there is
so much to learn. There are
so many facets to the plan(ings of every season.
There are many new
varieties put out by
hybridizers each year as well
as new ideas and hundreds of

Mr Ralph Wasson of Midway Volkswagen has sent me
a reprint of an interview with
the celebrated poet. Robert
Frost, written by Pete Sharpe
who writes a column called
"Along the Garden Way."
Mr Sharpe was having a little trouble getting a response
from Mr Frost until the subject of gardening came up
Then as they talked of insects
and failures and successes
Mr Frost came out with a
statement I liked He said,
"Any man who grows a
garden is a friend of mine."
Perhaps that is because

gardeners have so much in
common, no matter what else
they do. They talk about different plants, when and how
to plant, what to do about

new gadgets that make the
work easier or faster. All
these things provide conversation between gardeners,
and it certainly does foster
friendship.
I have been quite excited
over the success of my
Rhododendrons this year. I
have had them for three
years without a blossom. And
now they are loaded with
gorgeous blooms,,so airy and
lovely. Patience is ihdeed required when we try to grow a
different plant. We have to
learn to wait until a shrub is
ready to put out its beauty,
meanwhile being si- e that it
gets the best of attention,
then leave the rest to mother
nature and she will take care
of it.
The large flowering
Clematis are other blossoms
that are especially beautiful
at this time. Try them at your
doorway, or on a trellis You
will really enjoy them

ATTEND CONVENTION — The KentucRy State Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs, Inc., met May 16-18 at the Executive Inn, Louisville. Julia
Arri, national federation president, Pomona, Cal., was guest speaker. Attending from
this district were, left to right, seated, Bobbie Waters, president-elect 980-81, Murray
Club, Margaret Cates and G. Woody Smith, president-elect 1980-81, Paducah Club,
Dora Throgmorton, Paducah Club, standing, Euple Ward, delegate, Murray Club, Mrs.
Arri, national president, jean Elkins, past president, Murray Club, Annie Warfield,
director of planning and development, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, and Ruth Parsons,
Paducah Club. Katherine Peden, past state president of the B&PW Clubs, Inc., received
the public service award, and in her honor the Westvaco Plant, Wickliffe, presented a
10,000 donation to the Federation's Cancer Project at the banquet on Saturday night.
At the Saturday luncheon, Miss Warfield was named the winner in the Young Careerist
Speak-off for the state of Kentucky.

SPICY BEAN BAKE
The family will love Spicy
Bean Bake, an economy-wise
main dish. Combine 1 can (28
ounces) pork and beans, 1
package P-4 ounces) taco
seasoning mix and 5
frankfurters, cut diagonally.
Blend well and bake, uncovered in a 350 degree oven
for 30 minutes. Makes 4 to 6
servings.

Last 10 pounds may do it
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm I'd appreciate any advice you
concerned about my blood could give me.
pressure. In the summer, it. DEAR READER — Your
averages 150 over 90. &KM Aolood pressure is all right for
the winter, 174 over 98 I can a person in your age group. I
reduce it to 140 over 80 by would prefer for it to be a littaking Naturetin. I have a tle lower but it's not high
blood pressure kit and use it enough to require heroic
about once a month. I'm a 62- efforts at treatment. Since
year-old male and I'm 5 feet 8 your cholesterol level was
probably done with standard
and weigh 140 pounds.
I lost 10 pounds through a office or laboratory techserious effort at jogging. I niques, the 220 value is satisaverage one to two miles per factory.
It is true that people who
day I play golf (carry my bag
and walk) five to six times per have lower blood pressure
week. I'm in good health. I have a decreased risk of havwatch my diet, no junk food. I ing heart attacks and strokes.
drink decaffeinated coffee That's why I'd like to see your
and eat a lot of fruit and vege- pressure consistently a little
tables. I have nothing to wor- lower than it is.
If you still have any eviry about but I still do my fair
dence of excess fat around
share of it.
I've cut out all the salt at your abdomen, your pressure
the table and I've eliminated may get a little, lower as you
90 percent of the cold cut lose the rest of it. The weight
sandwich meats teat only the
in pounds on the scale is not a
whites of eggs and drink plenvery good guide as to whether
ty of water. My cholesterol
a person is really fat or not
count averages around 220.
and it's the last five to 10
pounds that really count.
Those additional 10 pounds
make a lot of difference
sometimes in blood pressure.
cholesterol and in longevity.
If your blood pressure stays
CHARCOAL
at a high normal level after
all your excess body fat is
gone, talk it over with your
doctor. He might want to keep
you on some mild medicine

Mr.(32
1

such as the tablet you're currently taking. When the blood
pressure is borderline or only
moderately elevated, doctors
often find that one of the
medicines to eliminate excess
salt and water is all that is
needed to control the blood
pressure.
Other patients do well taking Inderal which tends to
neutralize the effects of adrenaline and can be given in
small doses to effect a modest
reduction in blood pressure:In
many instances, the doctor
has to try several different
medicines to find out what is
the best combination or which
is the best medicine for a particular patient.
I'm glad you're not getting
any caffeine. It has the opposite effects of Inderal and I
don't recommend it for people
who have persistently elevated blood pressure.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 15-8, Blood
Pressure, to give you a general concept of what controls
your blood pressure and what
things you can do in your life
style to help keep it in more
normal ranges. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper. P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
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SPECIAL I STEAK'N
SIRLOIN f'sii":•! STUFF

$2.99'$2.7
Includes All You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
• Baked Potato or Fries 8c Stockade Toast
Kids Menu Items. only 99t

SIRLOIN STOCICADOP5

Our quality will keep you month' back.
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ing parttime at the Mayfield
Community Hospital for the
past three years, and will
begin full time work this week
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Jones, Mrs
Opal Usrey, and the late Hart
Usrey, all of the same area.
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NAMED TO HONOR — Mrs. Bryan Staples of Kirksey
Route 1 holds the plaque presented to her by the Locust
Grove Church of the Nazarene for being voted as
"Mother of the Year" by the church members. Mrs.
Staples, the former Robbie Watson, and her husband,
Bryan, will observe their 61st wedding anniveriary in July
They have one son, Dr. Rob Staples, professor at the
Nazarene Theological Seminary, Kansas City; two grandchildren; and two real randchildren.
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Patsy Bethel Receives
Master's At Vanderbilt , Murray Gymnastic
,
Center
„
Patsy Bethel, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mathis
of Murray, received a Master
of Science Degree in _Hearing
and Speech in ceremonies at
the Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tenn., on May 9.
Mrs. Bethel has accepted
the position of audiologist at
the office of H. C. K. Gowda,
Donelson, Tenn.
A 1973 graduate of Murray
High School, Mrs. Bethel
received her Bachelor of
Science degree from Murray
State University in 1977.
Mrs. Bethel is married to
Terry Bethel of Greenville
who graduated from Murray

State University in 1977 with a
degree in accounting. He is
now an accountant with the
firm of Zattimore. Black,
Maggart and Welch of
Nashville, Tenn.
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Highway 641 North
753-0129

WHEN YOU NEED
A CLEAR VIEW
OF INSURANCE.
Ask your local Federal Kemper
agent.

POTATO SALAD
Families will Like this Picnic
Potato Salad. Combine 6 cups
cooked, diced potatoes, 6 hard
cooked diced eggs,
cups
chopped celery. Sprinkle with
2 teaspoons seasoned salt.
Blend 1 package tartar sauce
mix with 2 tablespoons water.
Add 1 cup mayonnaise or
salad dressing and 1 tablespoon prepared mustard. Stir
thoroughly. Pour over potato
mixture and toss to combine.
Makes6 servings.
•

We help select the best coverage
for your needs from a variety of
protection/price combinations. You
can count on us for personal service.

4'4

Bob Nanney
Insurance Agency
107 N. 4th — 75314937
FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

Your Individual
Horoscope

a subsidiary of

icEMPOR CORRIPSITIM

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 27, 1980
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what lOct. 23 to
Nov. 21) ntYltir
'
the stars say, read the
You're somewhat gullible in
forecast given for your birth financial
matters now. Social
Sign.
life is active, but you may be
nervous about an intimate
ARIES
matter.
(Mat; 21 to Apr. 19) grarA SAGITTARIUS
You may have some Nov.
22 to Dec. 2H
mistaken notions. Not a time
Close allies don't seem to
to sign papers, esp if money or
want to leave you alone. Your
credit is involved. Petty
need for privacy may be inirritations possible.
terpreted as shutting someone
TAURUS
out. Career prospers!
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
CAPRICORN
Care needed in financial
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ld
dealings. Romantic trends
Friends could get on your
prevail, but watch arguments
ierves or interfere with work
or misunderstandings about hat
needs to be done. Stay
money questions.
3way from those who are
GEMINI
prone to upset you.
( May 21 to June 201
AQUARIUS
Don't assume you know (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
"‘"b•
what makes another person
You'll want to bring up
tick. You may be feeling the business at a social
occasion,
strain of everyday pressures but your timing :s
bad. Handle
on the job.
career interests during office
CANCER
hours only.
(June 21 to July 22 e
PISCES
Avoid a tendency to take on 'Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
too much at once. What is not
Your mind's on career, and
said affects romantic har- you could be
forgetful around
mony. Be
direct and the house. The prospect of outstraightforward with others. of-town visitors
may make
LEO
you nervous.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
YOU BORN TODAY have
You may not be sure where
you stand in a relationship. executive ability and are
Your attention is centered on attracted to the wheelingdomestic affairs but social dealing side of business.
Though you can succeed in
obligations conflict.
banking, brokerage and
VIRGO
finance, you'd find greater
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
A home worry' makes it hard fulfillment in the professions.
to concentrate on business. Be Writing, teaching, law,
tactful in talks with higher- journalism and politics are
um, who may get on your some of the fields that promise
you success. Your greatest
nerves.
teacher is the world of exLIBRA
perience. You're liable to
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
The ethical ramifications of make some changes before
a financial concern is an issue. settling on a career. Learn to
Your uncertainty today may warm up to others. At times
extend to those who advise you can be somewhat impersonal.
you.
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Little Folks Shop
45 Main St.
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Fantastic Savings
On Everything
For Girls Infants to Size 14
For Boys Infants To Size 16

Everything In Store
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10 Years Ago
Jerry W. Caldwell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Caldwell, Murray, has
been promoted to sergeant in the U. S.
Air Force. He is stationed at Raney
AFB,Puerto Rico.
Cynthia Cooper, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hewlett Cooper, is valedictorian,
and Sharon Lee Underwood,son of Mrs.
Eupal Underwood,is salutatorian of the
1970 graduating class of Calloway County High School.
Deaths reported include Kenneth Lee
Overbey, 36, the Rev. J. C. Outland, 82,
Travis W. Wilson, 59, and Mrs. Rolla
May Jones,76.
Musician Seaman Michael Johnson,
son of Clyde and Pauline Johnson, has
completed recruit training at Great
Lakes, ill., and has been assigned to the
Navy School of Music, Little Creek,
Norfolk, Va.
Steven M.Johnson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Johnson, Jr., is valedictorian, and Gary L. Sanderson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sanderson, is
salutatorian of the graduating class of
Farmington High school.
Mary B. Barry, Mary W. Farmer,
and Sarah H. Panzera, members of the
staff at Murray State University, have
announced their retirement.
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Frankfort Releases
Good News,
Bad News
FRANKFORT — There was good
news out of Frankfort last week for
thousands of state employes while there
continued to be bad news for others involved in the five percent personnel
reduction ordered by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.
The good news involves more than
15,000 merit system employees in the
lower pay grades. They will bet a 10
percent increase in pay effective June
15. The increase will be reflected in
their first July paychecks.
The bad news is that selective reductions in personnel are being made, and
no one in state government is willing to
"say that it will stop as of June 1 or any
other specified date.
The last to be dismissed are 14 in the
division of equipment in the
Transportation Department. These
positions were abolished and these 14
people will leave the state payroll May
30.
Human
Transportation and
Resources, the two largest departments in state government, have borne
the brunt of the reduction in employes.
The last announcement in Human
Resources a few days ago involved 150
persons, and there may be others in the
near future.
In Transportation, six county
maintenance garages will be closed as
of June 15. Mark McDaniel, an aide to
Transportation Secretary Frank Metts,
said the actions in job reductions have
been for economy and efficiency.
The six garages to be closed are one
in Pike County, which has three. The
Phelps and Stone Garages in Pike are
being combined at Canada,and one will
remain at Shelbyiana. The Cumberland
garage in Harlan County is being combined with the one at Loyall.
In Carter County, the Olive Hill and
Grayson facilities are being combined
at Grayson. The two garages in Menifee
and Bath Counties are being consolidated at Ovringsyille in Bath County
Lee County and Owsley County
garages are being combined at Beatyvi
and the Bracken and Robinson county

facilities are being merged at
Brooksville in Bracken County.
A total of 25 positions are being
abolished in this consolidation, but
McDaniel pointed out this does not
mean 25 persons are losing jobs
because some of the positions were vacant, and they are merely being
abolished.
The central building maintenance
division in Transportation has been
abolished and this involves 38 to 48 jobs.
Instead of keeping the central
maintenance crews in Frankfort, it has
been suggested that handymen jobs will
be established at the maintenance
garages strategicially located to serve
state facilities in their areas. The
specialist jobs of electricians, plumbers
and carpenters would be abolished, or
have been.
The division of Photogrammetry, involving 28 employes has been abolished. In the Planning Division, 57 positions were abolished and 57 people lost
their jobs.
Also in Transportation 26 billboard
and junkyard inspectors lost their jobs
as did 10 inspectors in the bureau of
Vehicle registration.
The governor has indicated that he is
getting rid of some deadwood and is going to pass the savings on to the lower
paid state employes who have been pinched by inflation. These pay increases
will be the first from an $11.8 million
special appropriation approved by the
1960 legislature for pay improvement of
the lowest grades.
It is quite obvious that inflation is going to make state government more expensive despite Brown's economy
move.
While the governor has been talking
economy, three cabinet level officials
left for Europe last week on a 12-day international expedition to promote trade
and tourism.
It could end up costing the state approximately $24,000, anywhere from
$500 to $800 per day for the three. The
officials, are Development Secretary
Larry Townsend, Tourism Commissioner Thomas Kron and Commerce
Commissioner Jack Segall.

EARAN
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write Heartline, 114
East Dayton St, West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : I am 58 years old and
retired. I am in excellent health. I exercise regularly and have the body of a
man in his 30's. For many years now, it
has been a dream of mine to someday
take a trip into outer space. The space
shuttle program might make this possible someday. At least, that's what I
thought:until my daughter was told by a
friend at NASA ) that there was
already a policy established setting the
age limit at age 50.
In other words, according to my
daughter, tests have already proven
that it would be too dangerous for
anyone past age 50. I figure I will be at
least 65 by the time regular passengers
might be allowed to take a trip on a
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Politician With Diplomat's Job
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
WASHLNGTON ( AP) — Edmund
Muskie is a politician in a diplomat's
job, and he thinks that's the way it
should be.
He doubts his own skills as a problemsolver. He says it would be foolish to
think he has suddenly developed a
range of policies on all the world's problems.
And he has a sense of humor about
himself.
Home in Maine last weekend, after
his first diplomatic whirl in Europe.
Muskie was treated like a conquering
hero.
"I wonder if I was too hasty in ending
my elective career," he quipped. -But
maybe the message I am getting is that
you're delighted I made the switch."
If Cyrus Vance, Muskie's
predecessor, had a sense of humor, he
hid it well. Vance dashed off neither
quips nor quotable phrases.
At first, following standard political
practice, his speech writers supplied
him with jokes, but Vance ignored them
until they finally gave up.
Toward the end, as his own stock
plummeted within the Carter administration, he stopped holding press
conferences.
He curbed his travels, delegating
assignments to Warren Christopher, his
deputy. He was wrestled out of other
assignments by Zbigniew Brzezinski,
his principal antagonist in the White
House.
Still, Vance worked hard at the job,
he got his views to President Carter and
he stood by them. He would not believe
Brzezinski was undercutting him.
In fact, it was the president and not
the national security adviser who often
vetoed Vance. But his authority whittled away,and Brzezirudd was constantly
looking over his shoulder.
Muskie doesn't intend to let that hapPen.
Except for interpreters, he was alone
for three hours in the Hafburg Palace in
Vienna last Friday with Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei A. Grornyko.
Muslcie's telephone call to Carter
afterward was the only version the
president was getting of the meeting.
Brzezinski's deputy, David Aaron;
the director of the Arms Control and
Diaarmarnent Agency, Ralph Earle;
and David E. McGlffert, an Assistant
Secretary of Defense, all had turned up
mysteriously in Vienna but were left in
. There would be no
an adjoining
(worts"to conflict with
"beck

space shuttle, maybe even in my seventies. Can you find out if there already is
a mandatory age limit? B.G.
ANSWER: As far as we can find out,
.
there is no specific policy at this time
regulating the age of those who might
be allowed to take a ride on a space
shuttle. As a matter of fact, NASA has
begun a study on eight men between the
ages of 55 and 65 at the Ames Research
Center. The test subjects are the oldest
NASA has subjected to prolonged
bedrest, which simulates the weightless
environment of space flight.
Chosen from a preliminary group of
29 subjects, the eight men, all California residents, will have nine days of
controlled observations, 10 days of
bedrest and five days of recovery and
post bedrest tests of the cardiovascular
system.
Women aged 55 to 65 will be tested
later this year, completing the planned
series of six studies designed to set
baseline medical criteria for space
flight participation aboard the space
shuttle.
HEARTLINE: When the new VA pension law was first enacted, I was advised that it was not to my advantage to
switch. Is it possible that it may be to
my advantage now? S.H.
ANSWER: It's quite possible. The
rates go up by the same percentage and
on the same effective date as do social
security rates. These rates were increased by 9.9 percent effective June 1,
1979 and will again be increased by an
as yet unannounced percentage effec-

Business Mirror

the one Muskie was filing.
Even Henry Kissinger, a virtuoso at
bureaucratic politics, could not accomplish that.
As a short-termer who will be out as
secretary of state in January if Carter
loses the election, Muskie can afford to
be his own man and skip the cautious
diplomacy that State Department professionals invariably apply to most problems.
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Decline of essential house chores for children also was matched
with a substitution of the work ethic for organized play, although
the transition required 50 years to run full cycle. Who dared to
challenge the beneficial mutation? None, except the' rednecks of
yesterday. Town folks found a convenient answer in the city park
with its full flower of glowing youths participating in baseball leagues
of 1956, including Little, Babe Ruth, and Park leagues with multiple
teams embraced in each bracket. Grown-ups enjoyed the league
diversion after the shorter work week made possible leisure time
by coaching and watching the baseball squads.
The state Junior Chamber of Commerce held its annual Roade-o in Murray June 4 at the city park with 34 entries from over the
state, climaxed with a banquet at the Woman's Club House. A. B.
Crass placed fifth in the driving competition.
Farm boys recreation diversions still remained closely associated with survival. Jimmy Thompson won highest honors in the
Junior Dairy Cattle Show held in Murray Aug. 10, 1956. Other
rugged farm lads scoring in the events were Danny Kemp, Ernie
Rob Bailey, Charles Eldridge, David Singleton, Billy Mayfield, John
Ed Foster, Larry Armstrong and Wayne Ezell.
Earlier was reported the success of Ryan Milk Company under
a Mississippian's management. To be exact it should be reported
that James E. Garrison of Pontotoc, Miss., was appointed general
manager of the company the week of Aug. 19, 1956, who had a
special talent in manufacture of milk and marketing milk products
Nearly told that story before the cream rose.
Another farm related event about to be overlooked was the
well-attended Farmer-Bank Field Day held on the Marvin Hill
farm July 171 1956. All the while, Murray was tapping onto a
newly installed gas line when Murray became the 220th city to connect with Texas Transmission Gas lines near Mayfield after a brief
hassle with land owners near the junction point.

20 Years Ago
tive June 1, 1980.
HEARTLINE: What are the eligibility requirements for the unemployment
and sickness benefits payable by the
Railroad Board? G.S.
ANSWER: The new benefit year for
unemployment and sickness benefits
begins every July 1. To qualify for normal benefits in a benefit year, an
employee must have earned at least
$1,000 in railroad work in the preceding
calendar year the base year), counting
no more than $400 in any month. In addition, employees who began railroad
work in the base year must have at
least 5 months of railroad service in
that year to qualify.
In some cases, employees with 10
years of service who do not qualify for
the current benefit year may still
receive benefits during the year. If such
employees received normal benefits in
the preceding benefit year, they might
still be eligible for extended benefits.
Or, such employees who do not qualify
in the current benefit year, but would
qualify in the next benefit year, may
begin receiving next year's behefits
early if certain conditions are met.
Almost all employees qualify for the
maximum daily benefit rate of $25
which yields $250 for two full weeks of
unemployment or sickness. The daily
benefit rate for unemployment or
sickness benefits is figured as 60 percent of the employee's last daily rate of
pay in the qualifying base year but no
more than the maximum daily benefit
rate of $25.

By John Cunniff

Sea Of Economy
NEW YORK (AP) — Do you believe,
as Howard Ruff does, that waves of inflation eventually will drown the
economy and leave precious metals and
barter as the only mediums for what little commerce remains?
Or do you side with those who maintain that we have learned at last to deal
with inflation, that we will bring it
under control in the 19808 and that the
century's final decade will be productive and prosperous?
In the literature of economics these
seem to be evolving as the two great
choices, two large bags into which all
arguments are dropped.
Not that the arguments necessarily
fit the bags, but because a sense of
crisis envelops economics today, a feeling that the major issue is so very
critical that all lesser issues are incidental to it.
The feeling from all shade and coloration of economic thought is that we
can't go on the way we have been, that
unless we change our behavior
something's going to happen. In fact, it
has begun,they say.
Generally what this means is that
almost everyone except real estate
owners is fed up with inflation and
wants something done about it. But
what they would do is in itself a very
major issue.
In Boulder, Colo., the City Council
voted to set a limit on the resale prices
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of middle-income housing, no matter
that private parties rather than the
council owns the housing. Some other
areas might follow.
President Carter apparently feels
that he is a pretty good judge of what is
or isn't a fair price,and when his voluntary wage-price standards are
challenged he is quick to voice his
displeasure.
Judging from polls, many lowerincome workers favor controls, with the
federal government determining what
is and isn't a fair price, even though
wage limitations generally are paired
with price controls.
Almost nobody in business agrees
with that technique. They argue that
the marketplace should be freed from
government interference and left to impose its own disciplines, based on the
laws of supply and demand.
But some business people also are
among those who argue that the central
bank, the Federal Reserve, a pretty
strong regulator,could be more influential in keeping down the price of money
business borrows.
Eonomists such as Albert H. Cox, Jr.,
head of Merrill Lynch Economics, remain optimistic, believing that in this
decade the political tide will turn from
that of the 1970a, when it heavily
favored big spending.
In the 1960s, Cox feels, the tide will
swamp that thinking; it will push for
less government spending, taxation and
regulation,"the causes,in our analysis,
of the economy's dismal perforIf that takes place, such thinkers
believe, we could have what we haven't
had for decades, a combination of rapid
growth accompanied by a downward
trend in both inflation and interest
rates.

Bible Thought
When he arose, he look the young
child and hls mother by night and
departed into Egypt Matthew 2:14,
The Holy Family traveled and
clung to each other in times of
4rouble Holy families still love, corn and help each other.

To Be Continued
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Clem Corbo,24, Murray State College
student form Asbury Park, N. J., was
killed in a car accident at Pottertown,
Highway 280, on the night of May 24.
Other deaths reported include W.
Wilburn Kelly,80.
Calloway voters, only 1501 of them,
went to the polls OR May 25 to vote.
Keen Johnson will be the Democratic
nominee against Senator John Sherman
Cooper, Republican nominee, in the
November election.
The Murray Girl Scout Council will
have its summer day camp program
May 30 to June 3.
Ray Mofield, Murray State College
Alumnus of 1943, now teaching radio
and television at Southern Illinois
University, will speak at the commencement on May 31 for the Murray
College High School.
Presenting the program at the
meeting of the Murray lions Club were
Christopher Nash Miller, Murray College High, and Donna Ruth Grogan,
Murray High, who are recipients of the
Anon awards given by the lions Club to
outstanding senior music students.
Cecilia Wallace, Murray High, also
gavea twirling demonstration. She won
third place in the Cotton Carnival.

30 Years Ago
Russell Hodgkins, superintendent of
public instruction for the state of Kentucky, was speaker at the 1950 commencement exercises on May 24 at
Murray High School.
Approximately 130 Girl Scouts of
Murray will be enrolled in the Day
Camp at the Murray City Park,June 12
to 16, according to Mrs. Robert Hahs,
commissioner of the Murray Girl Scout
Association,
The New Hope Methodist Church,
located on Highway 121 South, New
Concord Road,at the intersection of the
New Providence Road, will have its annual homecoming on May 28.
Carnie Hendon of Murray is attending the convention of the postal clerks
being held in Lexington.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Herndon on May 17, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Logan Bland on
May 18, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Outland on May 18, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John Skinner on May 21, and a boy
to Mr.and Mrs. Frank Dunn on May 21..
Elected as new officers of the Tri-HI
Y Club of Murray High School were
Mary Frances Williams, Ann Perry,
Sue Parker, Zetta Yates, and Jean
Corn,

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 26, the 147th
day of 1980. There are 219 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: in 1868,
a move to impeach President Andrew
Johnson was defeated in the Senate by
one vote.
On this date:
In 1521, Martin Luther was banned by
the Edict of Worms for his religious
beliefs.
In 1805, Napoleon Bonaparte was
crowned King of Italy.
In 1865, the surrender of the last Confederate army,in Shreveport. La., ended the Civil War.
In 1969, the "Apollo 10" astronauts
returned to earth safely from an eightday dress rehearsal for the first moon
landing, planned for July.
Ten years ago, prices on the New
York Stock Exchange hit their lowest
level in eight years after a steep 17month slide.
Five years ago, leftist guerrillas in
Zaire released an American woman
taken captive six days earlier and
began bargaining over the fate of three
other hostages.
Last year, after 12 years, Israel formally returned to Egypt sovereignty of
the occupied Sinai capital, El Arish,
under terms of their new peace treaty.
Today's birthday: Oakland Raiders
star quarterback Dan Pastorini is 31.
Thought for today : A zoo is a place
devised for animals to study the habits
of human beings. — Oliver Herfore
(1863-1935
•.(
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U.S. Wanted To Mediate
Solution To Korean Crisis
By TERRY A. ANDERSON
Associated Prow Writer
KWANGJU, South Korea
(AP) — The anti-government
rebels controlling Kwangju
said today they wanted the
United States,as a "firm ally"
of South Korea, to help
mediate a solution to the
crisis. They also said 281 persons were killed in rioting last
week, more than double the
toll previously reported.
"The United States should
exercise influence on the
government," a rebel
spokesman said. "We do not
want to talk to anybody in thy
government or the rnartia
law command." He said tit
would ask U.S. Ambassador
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WWiam Gleysteen and other
diplomats in Seoul to mediate
There was no immediate
commentfrom U.S. officials.
The rebel spokesman also
said 261 bodies had been collected from the three days of
rioting last week, and that 100,.
of the corpses remain unidentified. The previous confirmed
death toll was 107.
Apparently applying a
squeeze strategy, South
Korean troops tightened their
Lines around Kwangju as the
rebels retained control of the
battered provincial capital for
the fifth day.
A series of small shifts during the night moved the
government forces to within
three miles of the center of the
city, where the insurgents
have tbeir command post in
the provincial government
building.
Although some troops moved inside barricades abandoned by the students who led the
uprising against military rule
last week, there was no
fighting. The city of 800,000 in
the southwest corner of the
Korean peninsula was quiet
but tense.
There was no word on
whether truce negotiations
between a committee of
Kwangju citizens and the
martial-law command had
resumed. The command
reported Sunday night the
talks by telephone had broken
off because of dissension
between -hardcore radicals"
among the students and the 12
older business and professional men and clergymen
who formed a citizens' committee to negotiate with the
military leaders.
The students had told
reporters the citizens' corn•.
mittee was too moderate and
"they are not negotiating for
Kwangju and Seoul were
rife with rumors Sunday that
military action to recapture
the city was imminent. The
Foreign Ministry advised all
foreigners to leave Kwangju
as soon as possible. But "it's
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our best guess that they are
going to slowly tighten up,
moving tat by bit every
night," a spokesman at the
rebel headquarters told a
reporter by telephone.
Some student leaders said
they were "really short of ammunition" but the city had
enough fuel and food for about
two weeks of siege.
The number of foreigners in
Kwangju was not known, but
the US. Embassy said there
were about 20 Americans, including missionaries and two
or three Peace Corps
members.
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President Choi Kyu-hah
visited the area and made a
televison appeal for
"dialogue, not confrontation."
He was said to have told provincial officials to "treat the
rioters with continued patience and restraint because
they also are Koreans."

STA-100 by Realistic'
22 watts per channel,
minimum RMS at 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz, with no
more than 0.1% total
harmonic distortion

The rebellion stemmed from
demonstrations in Seoul and
other cities by university
students demanding an end to
martial law proclaimed after
the assassination last Oct. 28
of President Park Chung-hee,
the ouster of the new military
strongman, Gen. Chun
Doohwan, and a speedup in
the schedule for promised
democratic reforms.
Those demonstrations stopped when martial law was expanded on May 18, and the
military leaders closed the
universities, suspended the
National Assembly and banned all political activity. But
Kwangju's students took to the
streets after the military arrested native son Kim DaeJung, one of the leading national anti-government
political leaders, and by last
Wednesday 200,000 people had'
Joined the uprising.
More than 100 persons are
known to have died and hundreds were wounded in the
three days of fighting before
the army and police were
withdrawn from the city last
Wednesday night.
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tuning control. Loudness pushbutton gives you
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Two persons were admitted
to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital following a two-car
collision Saturday night at the
intersection of 6th and Main
Streets.
Barbara Irvan, driver of one
vehicle, and Teresa Dean,
passenger in the other, both
were listed in satisfactory condition at the hospital, a
hospital spokesman said.
According to Murray Police
Department reports, Irvan
was northbound on 6th Street
when she failed to stop at the
red light and collided with a
vehicle, westbound on Main
Street, driven by Sheila Collins.
Collins was treated and
released,the spokesman said.
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ARM EltiElAt& FORECAST
Roast Pork, Bacon, Ham Top List

Eating High On The Hog

Six Seniors Selected For Grants
From Farm Bureau Foundation
Six Kentucky high school scheduled to attend the
seniors have been chosen to University of Kentucky and
receive scholarship grants major in business administratotaling $10,000 from the Ken- tion and accounting. She is the
tucky Farm Bureau Scholar- daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ship Foundation.
Cecil Lyons.
The winners, and 10 alterAlternates for the scholarnates, were chosen from more ships are Timothy R. Dalton,
than 80 applicants from across R. 4 Monticsik; Stephanie
Kentucky. Sponsors of the Wagoner, R. 2 Eddyvtile;
scholarships are Kentucky Rodney Oakes, R. 1 Nancy;
Farm Bureau Mutual In- Lone A. Blan, Faubush; Ransurance Company, Winn-Dixie dy Gosney, R. 1 Demossville;
Inc., the Jefferson County Marian R. Helm, Columbia;
Farm Bureau and the Monroe Jerry E. McIntosh, R. 1 White
County Farm Bureau.
Plains; Laura Young,
The winners and the Hawesville; Brent A. Fryrear,
scholarships
amounts of the
3605 Graham Rd. Louisville
are:
and Lynette Nix, 6021 Lewis
'Mark D. Barnett, 18, R. 3 Way, Louisville.
Taylorsville, $2,000. Mark is
Those chosen as alternates
the son of Mr. and Mrs. become eligible for the reClarence F. Barnett and he mainder of the grants if the
plans to study accounting at winners are not able to comthe University of Kentucky.
plete college.
'Carol Anne Young, 17, R. 4
News Seminar Set
Elkton, $2,000. She plans to
For June 12
study computer science and
News men and women from
certificate
teaching
a
obtain
more than a dozen Central
at Western Kentucky Univer- Kentucky counties will join
daughter
of
sity. Carol is the
Farm Bureau officials for a
Dorothy T. Young.
news seminar at the Old Stone
'Doshia E. Hall, 17, 318 So. Inn near Simpsonville, on
Lock Ave., Louisa, $2,000. The June 12.
daughter of Edith B. Hall,
Cecil Miller, an Arizona
Doshia plans to study educa- farmer and vice president of
tion at Morehead State the American Farm Bureau
University.
will keynote the seminar. Ken'Dwayne E. Carr, 18, R. 2 tucky Farm Bureau President
Sadieville, 12,000. Dwayne is Ray Mackey will also address
the son of Eddie and Barbara the group, and he and Miller
Carr. He plans to study civil will field questions from the
engineering and later law at, news media representatives to
the University of Kentucky.
wind up the program.
'" Revers, 18,, An annual event, the KFB
'Mary
Dr.,
3803 Rinse
news seminar is held to at$1,000. Her mother is tract regional media auRevers. The diences to an evening's proKatherine
Assumption High School gram spotlighting current
graduate plans to major in issues of interest to farmers
psychology at Bellannine Col- „arid Farm Bureau. In recent
lege.
years, similar outings have
'Melanie Anne Lyons, R. 5 been held in Bowling Green,
Thompkinsville, $1,000. She is Morehead and Gilbertsville.

Some 30 to 40 media personnel are expected in Simpsonville. Those attending will
represent various levels of
staff and management of the
newspapers, radio and television stations in Louisville and
several surrounding counties.
Winner of this year's communications award to a writer
will be recognized during the
program. A $200 cash award
and plaque are given annually
to a writer and a broadcaster
who have contributed to ruralunderstanding.
urban
Nominees must be full-time
employees of newspapers or
radio or television stations.
Food Price Changes
Offset, May Average
Is Stable
The May marketbasket
survey of food prices in Kentucky found considerable
price movement for many
items, but offsetting increases
and decreases kept the 40-item
average virtually even over
the past 30 days.
Volunteer Farm Bureau
surveyors checking supermarket prices in 28 Kentucky
communities recorded a
marketbasket
statewide
average of $51.77, just two
cents above the April figure.
Fifteen items declined in

price, 19 were higher and six
were unchanged. Eggs, cooking oil and most meats, including poultry, pork and
beef, were lower, reflecting
farm prices well below levels
of a year ago.
Gainers included a range of
dairy procpcts, bread, Idaho
potatoes and fresh fruits and
vegetables.
Morehead won the designation as lowest-priced place to
shop in May, recording a
marketbasket cost of 146.29,
more than $5 below the
statewide average. Lexington
showed the highest local
figure at $55.99.
Other local averages were
47.84 ;
Greensburg,
Owensboro, 48.56; Munfordville, 48.99; Hopkinsville,
49.21; Tompkinsville, 49.52;
Franklin, 49.54; Sebree, 49.96;
Cynthiana, 50.20; Glasgow,
50.78; Elizabethtown, 50.55;
London, 51.83; Shelbyville,
51.90.
Brandenburg, 52.25; Murray, 52.28; Hawesville, 52.36;
Georgetown, 52.38; Danville,
52.54; Greenup, 52.80; Mt.
Vernon, 53.21; Montecello,
53.36; Stanford, 53.52;
Salyersville, 53.67; LouisvilleJefferson County, 54.76;
Henderson, 54.95; Frankfort,
55.12; and Crestwood,55.64.
While food prices, on
average, were holding steady,
the latest report on farm
prices issued by the Kentucky
Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service recorded a one-month
decline of 4.5 percent experienced by farmers across
the nation. Kentucky producers of grain and livestock
fared even worse than the
statistical average,since their
steeper decline was offset by
increases in some vegetable
and fruit prices.
Soybean prices declined for
the fourth month in a row, and
are at their lowest level in two
years, the report noted. Hogs
showed an even greater
decline, and now stand at 38
per cent below prices of a year
ago.
The reporting service says
the typical farmer is faring 20
percent worse now than at this
time last year. While farm
prices, on average, have
fallen 9 percent, farm costs
are up 11 percentage points.

No-'ill Planting
Promotion Program
To Be Reviewed
FRANKFORT — A possible
program to promote no-till
planting will be reviewed by
board members of the Kentucky Association of Conservation Districts at a
meeting Wednesday, May 28,
at I p.m. in the Offices of the
state Division of Conservation, Pine Hill Plaza.
Division Director Stanley
Head said members will also
discuss plans for the association's statewide meeting to be
held Sept. 29-30 and details of a
soil and water management
contest to be sponsored in
cooperation with Future
Farmers of America.
The Division of Conservation is part of the state
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.

BIG CASH

REBATES
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$4,000

$10,000
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ATLANTA,Ga. — The pig is
one of the most primitive
forma of domestic mammals
dating back nearly 40 million
years. But it wasn't until
sometime between 700 and
3000 B.C. that man began to
adapt the wild hog to fit his
needs_
The pig has been serving
man — or man has been serving pork — ever since.
Roast pork, flavorful and
Juicy . . crilp bacon, filling
the air with tempting aroma..
. and tantalizing baked ham
are only a few of the good pork
"eatings." And, according to
the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, pork is in plentiful supply during June. So
chances are you'll find it
featured at attractive prices

in the grocery stores
When you're shopping for
pork, appearance serves as an
important guide to quality.
Choose meat, either fresh or
cured, that has a high proportion of lean to fat and bone.
The flesh should be firm and
fine-textured.
The color of the lean in fresh
pork may range from grayish
pink to red. Lean cured pork
has a typical deep pink color.
Pork should be cooked long
enough to allow heat to
penetrate into the center of the
meat. Pork heated to 137 deg.
F. is safe to eat. However, it's
more tender and flavorful
when cooked to higher
temperatures.
A good test for "doneness"
of meat is to make small cuts
next to the bone and into the

thicker part of the meat. If the
juice is still pink, the meat is
not done.
For thick cuts, a meat thermometer helps eliminate
guessork and is well worth the
investment. Choose one
market with the degrees
Fahrenheit, not just the stages
of doneness for the various
meats.
Fresh pork should be heated
to an internal temperature of
170 deg. to 185 deg. F. depen-

ding on the kind of cut. Cured
hams labeled "cook before
eating" should be heated to an
internal temperature of 160
deg. and cured picnic
shoulders to 170 deg.
Fully cooked cured pork can
be eaten without further
heating but reheating to an internal temperature of 130 deg.
enhances the flavor.
So, take advantage of the
plentiful pork supply in your
grocery stores this week!

•

Pork Maintains Prominent Place
in Nutritionally Sound Diet
Looking great and feeling or more 3-ounce servings from
great is what good nutrition is the meat group be eaten daily.
all about. To look your best at A variety of choices is availwork and play, it is essential able in the meat group. One
that your body receive the nu- key food in this group that
trients it needs from the foods should be included often in a
you eat. To help promote balanced diet is pork.
awareness of the importance of
Like all meat, pork is an
nutrition and further inform excellent source of protein, high
consumers about how they can in both quantity and quality.
have healthier diets, March The quantity is impressive behas been declared National cause two 3-ounce servings of
Nutrition Month.
cooked lean pork provide 87
AltlItiugh nutrition is a very percent of the Recommended
complex science, consumers Dietary Allowance for protein
can easily apply it to their for a 22-year-old man.
everyday lives by following the
The quality of pork's protein
guide of the four food groups— is valuable to a healthy diet for
/peat, milk, fruits and vegeta- it is complete protein, containbles and breads and cereals. ing all the essential amino acids
Since many foods contain more necessary to build, maintain
than one nutrient and no one and repair body tissues and
food contains all the nutrients strengthen the body's defense
needed in the required amounts, mechanism against infection
the groups are interdependent. and disease.
Eating smart means that a variety of foods should be eaten
from each group to provide all
ABOLISHING SLAVERY
the essential nutrients needed
In 1865, the 13th Amendment
daily for a balanced diet.
to the U. S. Constitution
became effective, abolishing
Pork's Protein Important
It is recommended that two slavery.

Ifire're a
specialty
l

earns Agricultural
credit is our only business at the Production Credit
Assnriation Each and every one of our loan
offiutris deals with ag credit only—each and every
working daV! Any one of our loan officers can help
you plan a financial program to meet your production goals Even if your regular PCA loan officer
is out of the office—there's always an ag credit
specialist on hand who can help you.
Other financial lending institutions have spread
their time and money among several different
interests But not us! N PCA you'll find a specialty
team—people who know the score when it coil an
to financing agnculture

I
t

Were agriculture's
leading lending hand0 Lets talk!

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 North — 753-5602

STIBBLECROPPING MAKES
MIRE SENSE WITH SUIFLAN:
That's why we recommend Surflan.
No-Li beans, minimum -t111 beans, double-crop beans.
Each practice is different. But we recommend Surflan for all
. because it works.
Surflan waits a full 21 days for that needed 1/2" rain. Then
Surflan works full season. Gets those troublesome late-season'
grasses right up 'til your beans are in the bin.
Surflan tank-mixes with Paraquat CL and most broadleaf
herbicides for a broad spectrum of weed control in stubblecrop soybeans.
For dependability that runs in the Elanco family, ask us
for Surflan, in liquid or wettable powder.
Elanco Products Company, A Division of Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis, IN 46206, U.S.A.

.0111 rrr, 17nde
sudiane—oryz•,
,Elanco Products Con...V)
INt•a.val Cl—oroduc, of 0-1, 0“. of Chew°, ChOn'ca, Co

FILL SEASON...
WEATHER BEATE

on new MF Farm Tractors!
Now'. Ow time to sane with BIG
REBATES whiten you bus the
nes MF equipment you need
with no trade-in. %Owls
reduced cash rebates with
trade-et Take as• rebate check
direct born IMF or reduce y011f
purchase pent — regular MF
financing evadable (erten units
may not be eligible low rebates
011 ... awes arid. 13.75%
Amanita Pmealartoge
IFINAMCVIG tram MF.
This annual percentage rate IA
tough to bear. Qualifying credit
and drnan payment required ttilo
rebate tidal this special Inter rat
MF financsng.
See on for full details

MF 30-99 hp
Tractors

CASH REBATE
$1,050
wah trade

CASH REBATE

up to
$800
with no wade

If

ME 2000 Series
Tractors

CASH REBATE
$3,000
With Ir
Bownartanessests

CASH REBATE

is

4

up to
$500

SE

Hurry — OFFERS GOOD ONLY
MAY 5 THROUGH MAY 30, 1980,

We're

11111F Plows

MF Disc Harrows

REBATE up to
$600

REBATE up to
$375

watt= atalsen.WW•Ide

We 01
casua
in all
4,4

WISWIIIIkalta Matti

t

753-1319

Stokes Tractor att
Implement Co.

c1.1
It

F. best results, always sad I
and follow label directions.
, I

Calls

;iIIVZ

Industrial Road

Mutt

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Deaths and Funerals

CASH REBATES UP M
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ON NEW CASE AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS
For a limited time only, we are offering cash rebates
up to $5000.00 on the purchase of selected Case
agricultural tractors. Tractor must be new,one of the
eligible models shown in table Offer available at
participating Case dealers.
Your rebate check will be sent direct to you from the
Case Company or, you can apply the rebate towards
your down payment. NOTE: Government Agencies/Departments do not qualify for rebate.

Eligible Models
(new units(

Rebate

885. 990, 995, 1210, 1410

$2000

2090, 2290

$3000

2390, 2590

$4000

4490,4690,4890

$5000

new tractor otter valid

May 1 through June 30 1980

Special waiver of finance
charges on all used
agricultural tractors.

very
etp

See or call us now

fficer
fit

ead

McKee!
Equipment Company

31

503 Walnut

C. R. Gibson Is
Dead At Age Of 63;
Funeral Is Today

11

753-3062

Jesse L McNeely
Dies With Funeral
Rites Held Sunday

The funeral fur Flennoy
Charles Robert Gibson,
Outland of 1652 Ryan Avenue. brother of Brooks and Howard
Murray, was held Sunday at 2 Gibson of Hazel, died Friday
p.m. at the chapel of the Max at the Veterans Hospital, BatChurchill Funeral Home with tle Creek, Mich. He was a resithe Rev. R. J. Burpoe of- dent of 1771 Ford Boulevard,
ficiating. The music and song Lincoln Park, Mich.
service were by the choir of
Mr. Gibson was 63 years of
the Grace Baptist Church, age and a retired farmer and
where he was a member, with factory worker He was a
Leland Peeler as director and veteran of World War 11 servTerri Downey as organist.
ing in the Pacific Theatre.
Pallbearers were Grundy Born April 14, 1917, in Henry
Falwell, Bobby Falwell, Jerry Tenn., Tenn., he was the son of
Falwell, Kenny Colson, Ron- Ella Grooms Gibson, who surnie Colson, and Howard Bucy, vives, and Thomas J. Gibson,
all great nephews. Burial was who died in 1967.
in the Ivy Cemetery.
He is survived by his
Mr. Outland, 74, was mother, Mrs. Ella Grooms
stricken ill while mowing his Gibson, Route 2, Henry,
yard and was pronounced Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
dead on arrival at about 3 p.m. Modena Thornton, Lincoln
Saturday at the Murray- Park, Mich., and Mrs. Edith
Calloway County Hospital. A Philyaw, Henry, Tenn.; four
retired farmer, he was born brothers - James H. Gibson,
July 2, 1905, in Calloway Coun- Paris, Tenn., John L. Gibson,
ty to the late Wallace Outland Wayne, Mich., and Brooks and
and Betty Clark Outland.
Howard of Hazel.
The Murray man is survived . One brother, Marshall
by his wife, Mrs. Lois Falwell - .Miller Gibson, died April 3,
Outland, 1652 Ryan Avenue, 1980.
Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
The funeral was held today
Arie Outland, Chestnut Street, at 10 a.m. at the LeDon Chapel
Murray, and Mrs. Starkie of the Ridgeway Morticians,
(Obera ( Colson, Westview Paris, Tenn., with Roger
Nursing Home, Murray; Burke officiating. Burial was
several nieces and nephews.
in the New Liberty Cemetery.

Public's Opinions Taken
Into Account By USDA

If you buy a used agricultural tractor of an ,,
make from a participating Case dealer, and
finance it through J I Case Credit Corporation. well waive finance charges for six (6
months from date of purchase. Offer valid on
tractors purchased during the period of April
1,1980 through June 30, 1980. -

nl
re&

Flennoy
Funeral Services
Held Here Sunday

Funeral services for Jesse
L. McNeely of Benton Route 5
were held Sunday at 3:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe and the
Rev. Ronnie Gunter officiating.
Burial was in the Maple Springs Cemetery with grandsons
serving as pallbearers.
Mr. McNeely, 76, died Friday at 11:05 p.m. at the Long
Term Care Unit of the Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
He was a member of the
Maple Springs United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Bob (Nell)
Dotson, Kirksey, and Mrs.
Eugene Byers, Paducah; five
sons - Earl, Albuquerque, N.
M., Alfred, Los Angeles, Cal.,
Roy, Tampa, Fla., and Frank
and James McNeely, Benton
Route 5; two sisters, Mrs.
Maudie Ginn, Murray, and
Mrs. Ruby Wells, Brownsville,
Term.; three brothers Homer McNeely, Hardin
Route 1,and Howard and John
McNeely, both of Murray; 13
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.

Mrs. Dollie Colson
Dies Here; Funeral
To Be Held Tuesday
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If yourinsurance
istaking too big a bite,
see us.

•
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We're a mutual company - no stockholders.
We offer auto,life, disability, liability,
casualty,fire, and property insurance
in all of Kentucky's 120 counties.
Call your county's Farm Bureau agent today.

VAC

WORMISMOMM/Sieno

WAILABLE

Kentucky Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Company

•

Southern Farm Bureau
Life Insurance Company

Rev. W. L Hill Is
Dead At Age Of 78;
Funeral Is Tuesday

Memorial Day
Accidents Claim
Three Lives In State

Train Derails
Near Waverly, Tenn.

'
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Mrs. Gertie Lee Wells of
Murray Route 3 died Saturday
at 8:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospial. She
was 79 years of age.
The deceased was married
Nov. 18, 1917 to Billie Wells
who died Feb. 11, 1472. She
was a member of the Lone
Oak Primitive Baptist Church. Born Feb. 18, 1901, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Frank Lee
and Alice Barnett Lee
Mrs. Wells is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. H L.
(Bertha) Tidwell, Murray
Route 3, and Mrs. Bill
i Dorothy) Crouse, 1103
Fairlane, Murray; two sons,
Franklin Wells, Southfield,
Mich., and Martin Wells, SheWa Circle, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Golden (Hattie)
Ragsdale, Murray Route 3,
and Mrs. Richard Ethel)(
Lassiter, 501 Broad Street,
Murray; eight grandchildren;
13 great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Elder Arlie
Larimer and the Rev. Truman
H. Sanders officiating and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers are Charles
Lamb, Purdom Parks,
Richard Newport, Tom Wells,
Keys Wells, and Radford
Wells. Burial will follow in the
Ivy Cemetery.

Mrs. Dollie Davis Colson
died Sunday at 5:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 79 years of
age and a resident of Benton
Route 5.
sne was a member of a Bap
tist Church. Born Sept. 26,
1900, in Trigg County, she was
the daughter of the late
The Rev. W. L. Hill, father
Thomas Jefferson Cothran of Bob Hill, 1706 Keenland
and Goldie G. Rhoades 'Drive, Murray,died Sunday at
Cothran.
2:30; p.m. at the Camden
Mrs. Colson is survived by Hospital, Camden,Tenn.
one daughter, Mrs. Needmore
He was 78 years of age and a
IErlene
Higgins, Benton former pastor of the South
Route 5; one sister, Mrs. Dora Pleasant Grove and Kirksey
Carroll, Murray Route 6; one United Methodist Churches in
brother, Marvin L. Cothran, Calloway County.
Murray Route 3; three grandSurvivors include his wife,
sons; three grandchildren; Mrs. Willie Hill; one daughter,
three step grandchildren.
Miss Mary Hill, Memphis,
The funeral will be held Tenn.; four sons - Bob of
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Murray, the Rev. Glen Hill of
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral Cayce, David Hill of LouiHome, Cadiz, with the Rev. siana, and Phillip Hill of MemOtis Jones officiating. Burial phis, Tenn.; 10 grandchildren
will follow in the Matheny including Robert, Leah, and
Cemetery in the Land Jimmy Hill, all of Murray.
Between the Lakes.
The funeral will be held
Friends may call at the Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
funeral home after 2:30 p.m. Camden United Methodist
today (Monday).
Church, Camden, Tenn., with
burial to follow in the
Bethlehem Cemetery, located
south of Huntington, Tenn.
Friends may call at the
Funeral
Stockdale-Malin
Home, Camden, Tenn., until
the funeral hour.

sumer participation in the
decision-making process."
The formal process begins
when a notice of proposed
rulemaking is published in the
"Federal Register", a thick
legal newspaper of government proposals, rules and
regulations published
weekedays and available in
your county courthouse or
public library.
Interested persons are given
the opportunity to submit written or oral comments, data
and arguments within a
specified time lirnite which
may range from 60 days to one
year. After the comments are
received they are carefully
analyzed.
"We don't just look at
numbers in reviewing comments," said Gentilly. "We
look at the substance of the
comments."
If there is adequate public
support for the proposed rule,
the regulation is published in
the final form in the Federal
Register with the date it will
go into effect.
To open discussion by any
interested party, the federal
agencies publish almost 1,000
proposals every day in the
"Register."
USDA also seeks consumer
comments, however, through
By The Associated Press
meetings with consumers
Memorial Day weekend
distributing
simplified
traffic accidents have claimed
__background materials to more
at least three lives on Kenfully explain an issue and
tucky highways, according to
mailing regulatory proposals
state police, raising the state's
directly to those individuals
toll for the year to 241.
WAVEFtLY, Tenn. (AP - most affected by them.
Through the same date a
Nineteen cars of a 97-car
USDA used a number of new
Louisville & Nashville freight procedures to gather con- year ago, 318 persons had died
train derailed about four miles sumer views about its grading on Kentucky's roads.
Phillip McKenzie, 22, of
west of here Sunday, causing systems for meat, poultry,
about 4100,000 in damage, eggs,, dairy products, fruits Farmers was struck by a car
early Sunday while he walked
railroad officials said.
and vegetables. First, a series
Colonel Phil Hooper, L&N of "focus group" interviews on U.S.60 about two miles east
vice president for Tennessee were conducted with small of Salt Lick in Bath County.
State police said Steven
operations, said the train was groups of consumers
carrying
no hazardous throughout the country to Cook, 18, of Louisville was killed early Saturday in a singlematerials and no one was hurt discover their perceptions of
car crash in Jefferson County.
in the accident.
the USDA food grading
The accident occurred on
"The train was going about systems. The interviews were
Easurn Road.
25 mph on an upgrade when used to develop questions for a
Debra Roach, 4, of Fordthe 30th car got off the track," nationwide telephoen survey
sville, was killed Saturday
Hooper said."Once it got off it which followed.
when she was struck by a car
led the others with it. We had
After studying the survey
on Ratliff Street in the Ohio
19 cars with at least one wheel results, USDA officials will
County community, police
off the track.''
consider the need for change
said. No charges were filed.
The freight, bound from in the current grading system
Memphis to Cininnati, was and how nformation on good
carrying soybeans, lumber grading should be presented.
and some general cargo, he USDA officials hope to find out
said.
whether consumers use the
"We're not sure what caus- grading system and how infored it," Hooper said. -The train mation on grading should' be
was passing over a switch, but presented.
it appears the switch was not
Qualified individuals and
MIAMI(API- The elusive
the cause; mechanical pro- groups who do not have the
blems, maybe. But the wheels resources to participate and "Dr Upchuck," a man who
whose views would not other- posed as a doctor and advised
on the 30th car look good..."
The accident happened sise be represented in agency women surgery patients to
about 11:15 a.m. CDT Sunday, rulemaking may be entitled to make themselves throw up,
Huznphreys County sheriff's financial assistance. When has made his last telephone
USDA decides that repaying call, police say.
deputies said.
As many as 400 patients at
Emergency work crews participants is appropriate,
were to have the tracks USDA publishes an announce- 14 Miami-area hospitals had
cleared and rail traffic ment in the Federal Register received the calls from a bilrestored by 10 a.m. today, inviting applicants. If selected ingual male who told them to
by USDA, consumers could be drink two glasses of water,
Hooper said.
Waverly is the site of the repaid for certain expenses stick their fingers down their
Feb. 24, 1978 railroad tanker accrued while preparing their throat and throw up, officials
car explosion that killed 16 comments for formal and in- estimated.
Last week. a phone trace led
persons and destroyed 14 formal agency proceedings.
If you would like more infof- authorities to a 20-year-old
homes and businesses. In that
incident, the propane tanker mation on how to participate hardware store clerk
"This kid has a problem,"
car was part of an L&N freight in government rulemaking the
train which had derailed two public participating staff is said Hialeah Police Sgt. Dan
ready,to serve you.
days earlier.
Birkenstock."He needs help."
ATLANTA, Ga. - Ever
wonder whether the government takes your opinion into
account before it makes rules
and regulations?
If so, rest assured that you
- and your opinion - are
taken very seriously by the U.
S. Department of Agriculture.
In fact, USDA's Food Safety
and Quality Service has a
Public Participation staff
which can let you know what
issues are being Mudied for
new rulemaking and how you
can comment before final
regulations are issued on such
topics as food labeling or
grading.
Penny Gentilly, who directs
the Public Participation program for FS(S at Washington,
D. C., said consumer comment is critical to the decisionmaking process.
-We need to know what the
public thinks before we implement rules that will affect
them," Gentilly said.
Public Participation offices
were created to implement an
Executive Order issued in
August 1978 by President
Carter "to ensure that each
agency of the federal government adequately responds to
consumer needs in its development of policy and provides
adequate opportunity for con-

Mrs. Gertie Wells
Dies Saturday With
Rites Here Today

Elusive 'Dr. Upchuck'
Makes Last Phone
Call, Police Say

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Webb
Final rites for Mrs. Girtha
Webb of Henry, Tenn., were
held Sunday at Cole's Chapel
CME Church. Paris. Tenn..
where she was a member,
with the Rev. A. C. Cole officiating.
Burial was in the Greenwood Cemetery with the arrangements by the Williams
and Rawls Funeral Home,
Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. Webb,87, died Wednesday at the Ridgewood Retirement Inn, Milan, Tenn. Born
May 3, 1893, in Henry County,
Tenn.,she was the daughter of
the late Jeff Tharpe and Myria
Algae Tharpe. Her husband,
Elmo Webb,died in 1964.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Lennie B.
Huffman and Mrs. Lou
Frances Reynolds, Henry,
Tenn.; two sons, William C.
Webb, Puryear, Tenn., and
Henry L. Webb, Paris, Term.;
21 grandchildren; 28 great
grandchildren.
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Must Get Ready For State

to work real hard this week,"
Murray coach Lanette Hunt
said. "They have not had the
competition during the
regular season and in the
region.
"'They can't get overconfident or it will beat them. The
state usually has some tough
doubles teams. But they
Jackson and Outland) should
be seeded no. 1.
"The one thing that will spur
this team on is that Kathy is a
senior. They usually come
through when it gets tough."
Murray two players in the
singles competition, Starr
Jones and Carol Dick, almost
came through when the competition got tougher. The two

faced the no. 1 and no. 2 seeds,
respectively, in the semifinals
Saturday.
Both made their moves to
gain the momentum in the second set of their matches, but
Cheri Simmons of Lone Oak
and LuAnn Diuguid had
enough to come back and take
the matches by scores of 6-1,7S and 6-4, 7-6, respectively.
"I thought all along that
Carol and Starr had a
chance," Hunt said. "They
played well. They just didn't
get the job done."
Also, in an all-Paducah
Tilghman boys singles final,
Cecil Cooper outlasted Robert
Rudd, 6-4, 7-6 for the region
championship.

POSING A TALL SHADOW,Paducah Tilghman's Cecil Cooper had enough to hold off
teammate Robert Rudd for the boys region singles championship.

CAROL DICK puts everything into a two-handed
backhand in her semifinal loss to Christian County's
LuAnn Diuguid in the region tournament at Murray State
this past weekend.

own game — in the bunkers
and on the greens.
"I knew I would have to putt
well if I were going to beat
him," said the slender
Monday -Fr day
MURRAY

TWO PIECES CHICKEN
POTATOES & GRAVY
ROLL

IS BACK

entucky Fried
Chicken

OFFER 0000 LIMITED )M( OWL

Australian Sunday after his 1stroke victory over the
American tour's best current
player in a stirring head-tohead duel. Graham backed his
words with deeds.
He one-putted seven of
Muirfield Village's swift undulating greens. He saved five
pars from traps, blasting to
within two feet or closer to the
hole each time.
And Graham foiled Watson's bid for a sixth PGA Tour
victory this season with two
long, downhill putts, one of 20
feet for eagle-3 on the 15th hole
and another from 30 feet for
the clinching birdie on the
18th.

Now Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...

That's the

The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when tp
come and collect.

Had it not been for two
throws which were far out of
proportion with the normal
distances, Ron Childress
would have been a winner in
either the discus or the shot
put at the state AA track meet
in Lexington this past
weekend.

Not only had he thrown a
Calloway County and personal
best of 48-7 in the shot put, but
the throw by Botts cleared his
previous best by more than
two feet. And before Martin
made his winning throw, he
previously done no better than
a 139-0.

When John Martin of Barren
County and Mike Botts of
Erlanger Lloyd made their
winning throws in the two
events, Childress had to feel
pretty frustrated.

Childress finished with a
throw of 143-8 in the discus
after consistently going over
140 feet during the event.
"Ron set his goals right
after last year after not mak-

Mg the top five," Laker track
coach Jimmy Nix said. "He
spent more time on each event
than some do on one.
"Every meet we went into
this year, we knew we had 10
points and did not have to
worry about it."

Murray State's Richard
Charleston qualified for the
meter
3000
NCAA
steeplechase event by winning
the Tom Black Classic in
Knoxville, Tenn. this past
weekend.
Charleston won the event
with a school record time of
8:33.8, the fourth fastest collegiate time this year. The
time broke the old school
record by 12 seconds and beat
his previous best of 8:53.
The qualifying standard for
the NCAA meet was 8:49.
Among the 30 who ran in the
event were Southeastern Conference champion Sam James
of Tennessee, second place

"I knew if I made the putt at
151 was right back in the tournament. I had been leaving
putts short all day. What
helped me is that it was
downhill. It was impossible to
leave short," said Graham.
"I had practiced the same
putt at 18 three or four times
on Wednesday. It looks like it
would break left. It doesn't. It
breaks right. And you have to
putt it like a six-footer," he
said.
A closing 70 gave Graham,a
Muirfield Village member,his
third consecutive sub-par
round over this 7,116-yard
Jack Nicklaus creation. -He
finished at 280 for a $.54,000
payday.
Watson muffed an opportunity to match Graham's birdie and force a playoff. His effort from 20 feet slid by the
hole on the left.
"It was not a difficult putt. I
putted it to break right. It
didn't. I guess I need glasses,"
said a shrugging Watson, his
71 giving the defending champion a281 total.
Watson's $32,400 check
made the 30-year-old
Missourian the Tour's third $2
million career money winner.
Nicklaus, tied for 20th here
with 2E8, has more than $3.5
million and Lee Trevino $2.2
million.
"I didn't lose the tournament. David won it," said
Watson, who closed with a 71
despite missing four birdie
bids from 15 feet or shorter.
Eight players either led or
shared the final-round lead
with no one ever more than
one shot in front.
Watson appeared to have it
won when he birdied the 15th,
but a three-putt bogey two
holes later created the tie for
the lead. It set the stage for
Graham's dramatic final putt.
Mike Reid shot 70-282 and
earned $20,400 for third place.
Tom Weiskopf and Miller
Barber shared fourth at 283,
collecting $13,200 apiece.
Weiskopf had a closing 72 and
Barber 73.
Bob Gilder, the leader by
one shot going into the last
round, ballooned to an 82. A
triple-bogey 7 on the second
hole, helped by two shots In a
creek, took him off the leader
board. He never recovered.
Gilder finished at 291, 1.1
strokes behind, tied for 41st.

finisher Greg Duhairne of the
Mason-Dixon Club and Tony
Staymings, a former British
Olympian.
Charleston
has now
qualified for the NCAA for the
second straight year and joins
David Rafferty, who previously qualified in the 1500 meter,
as Murray State's representatives in the meet June 5-7 at

Austin,Kan.
"He was in great shape,"
Murray State track coach Bill
Cornell said of Charleston.
"He ran a smart race.
"Everything just clicked.
He stayed in the top three or
four throughout the race."
Charleston took the lead
with about half a lap to go and
won by about two seconds.

Purcell, Harmon In Final
ATHENS, Ga. — Tennessee's Mel Purcell and
Rodney Harmon defeated
Stanford's Peter Rennert and
Lloyd Bourne, 6-4, 7-6 (5-4) in
the semifinals of the NCAA
tennis championships yesterday.
The finals are scheduled for
9 a.m, today against Tony
Giammalva and John Benson
of Trinity College, a team
which the two Vols have

beaten twice this year.
"We were supposed to win,"
Purcell said about yesterday's
match. "We're seeded no. 1 in
the tournament."
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Banquet Error
A headline error in Saturday's incorrectly reported
Murray High's spring sports
banquet to be held yesterday.
The banquet is still scheduled
for today, as the story stated.

By BAD
AP Sp

MI

Charleston Joins Rafferty In
Qualifying For NCAA Track

Graham's 280 Wins Memorial
Beats Watson At Own Game
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
—
DUBLIN, Ohio API1
David Graham won the
Memorial golf tournament by
beating Tom Watson at his

A

Childress Takes Second
In Both Discus, Shot Put
At State Track Meet

Murray Doubles
Team Does Job
The Murray High girls
doubles team of Candy
Jackson and Kathy Outland
did what they had to do Saturday, breezing past the Lone
Oak team of Suzie Wilkins and
Karen Herndon,6-1, 6-1, to win
the region and advance to the
state tournament in Lexington
where they will defend their title.
Jackson and Outland had little trouble getting through the
region, just as they have rolled through the regular season.
The question now will be how
they will prepare themselves
to vault into the level of competition awaiting them this
weekend.
"They are just going to have
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Restrictions Cause Slowest Indy Time Since 1962

imes

By SAUCE LOWIT1'
AP Sports Writer
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INDIANAPOUS ( AP) —
"Damned restrictions!" A.J
Foyt fumed as he stomped off
the track.
Few of the 32 other drivers
in Sunday's Indy 500 — including
winner Johnny
Rutherford — seemed very
happy with the US. Auto Club
decree that sharply cut the
power of the monster
machines that roar around the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
200 times each Memorial Day
weekend.
The speeds, which had a few
sears ago almost routinely
surpassed 200 mph, were
shaved back to the low 190s at

their peak for Sundays race
And erben it was over, Rutherford was a three-time winner
with the slowest average
speed (142162 mph) since
Rodger Ward barely nosed
past 140 way back in 1962.
"It's somethuig we had to
live with," said Rutherford. It
was an appropriate choice of
words since USAC's goal,
when it cut the power, was to
help keep all the drivers alive
through the grueling afternoon on the 24s-mile asphalt
track. However, no driver had
been killed here since 1973 or
even seriously injured since
1975.
They all lived with it — no
thanks to USAC, some of the
drivers seemed to say

A lot of those yellow lights
were due to the slower
speeds," Rutherford said of
the 13 cautions, which were
due in part to crashes that
knocked out half a dozen of the
cars

fourth this tune behind
Rutherford, Sneva and Gary
Bettenhatmen, was equally
displeased over the power cutback that had drivers going
flat out in the turns as well as
through the straightaways.
"1 think some of the crashes "We'd come into the corners
were caused by them ( the side by side without enough
rules). Guys were taking power to pass anybody,"
chances out there because we Johncock said.
Al Unser, another threecouldn't pass when we wanted
to," added Rutherford, whose time winner along with oldteam stands to earn at least timers Wilbur Shaw and
8270,000, thanks to his time of 3 Mauri Rose) was more than
hours, 29 minutes, 59.56 displeased with the reduction
seconds — about 30 seconds in power. He was downright
ahead of three-time runnerup angry. "Forty-eight inches,"
he said of the new boost limit
Tom Sneva.
on manifold pressure. "They
Gordon Johncock, the 1973 can keep it
Indy winner who finished
And Foyt,the only four-time

winner whose dream if a fifth
vanished after 173 laps due to
engine problems, flared when
sotneone asked innocuously
how the race had been going
until then. -The damned cars
ran like a herd of turtles," he
snapped. "I don't think the
people out here paid to see us
go 130 miles an hour!"
But Sneva didn't mind a bit.
In fact, he seemed to be calling Unser, Foyt and friends
crybabies.
"That's
ridiculous," Sneva said of the
complaints that the fans had
somehow been cheated. "This
is the best show we've had in a
long time. We ran wheel-towheel. It was more entertaining for the fans. The trouble is,
the veterans had to work

harder. They'd like to shut the
other guys out."

during one slowdown
race, and maybe Carter could
Carter said he'd been waved have won it.
ahead by an official and was
Rutherford took the lead for
One of those veterans, the
178th lap with
oldest, 52-year-old Jim considering an appeal if he good on the
could back it up with Sneva and Mears in the pita.
McElresth, got tangled up in
From then on, it was not so
the 54th lap with Roger Hager, videotape or film.
much a race against the clock
the
field.
one of 10 rookies in
He had completed 199 laps or the competition as it was
They spent all month warnwhen Rutherford got the against the energy crunch.
ing everybody about the checkered flag. Without the
with 31 laps to
rookies," the disgruntled penalty he'd have been in the He'd refueled
go. A full tank, under the best
Hager said. "They should
200th, less than 29 seconds
conditions, will take him 32
have warned about the behind the winner. That could of
laps.
veterans. It was a veteran who
have put him second. The dif"1 called Jim Hall," Rutherput me out of the race."
ference in prize money, based ford said of his radio-helmet
One of the yellow caution on last year's total, will call to his car's designer and
lights
as particularly amount to more than $70,000. builder, waiting in the pits. "I
damaging to Pancho Carter, When he was penalized, he asked him,'Do you think lean
who came in sixth, behind was running first, with make it to the end?' He said,'1
defending champion Rick Rutherford in the pits under a think you can.' I said,'Are you
Mears. He was penalized one caution light. It certainly sure?' He said,'Yeah."
lap for passing the pace car would have been a different
Hall was right.

Major League Baseball Roundup.
Luzinski Continues To Behave Like Bull In China Shop, Joins Schmidt With 12th Homer Of Season
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
! Greg Luzinski is behaving
like the proverbial bull in a
china shop these days.
Breaking up pitchers left
and right, Philadelphia's
broadshouldered outfielder
continued his aggressive
behavior with a home run and
double Sunday to lead the
Phillies to a 6-2 victory over
the Houston Astros.
"I'm seeing the ball good
and hitting it hard," said the
"Bull" of the Phillies. "It's
that simple. Everything I hit
is finding a hole. I've always
said that home-run hitters
always get in grooves — and I

guess I'm in one."
With Sunday's performance,LUZMISILI, has now hit in
six straight games during
which he has connected for 12
hits in 22 trips. Among the hits
are five home runs and three
doubles, and he also has
driven in eight runs.
Luzinski's fifth-inning home
run Sunday followed a shot by
third baseman Mike Schmidt
and was the sixth time this
season that the two sluggers
have both homered in the
same game. Both now have 12
home runs, tops in the major
leagues.
In other NL games, the San
Francisco Giants beat the

Pittsburgh Pirates 5-2; the
Chicago Cubs nipped the Los
Angeles Dodgers 2-1; the Montreal Expos whipped the Cincinnati Reds 7-4; the San
Diego Padres walloped the St.
Louis Cardinals 11-5 and the
New York Mets blanked the
Atlanta Braves 3-0.
The long-ball display by
Schmidt and Luzinski capped
Philadelphia's scoring for the
day. The Phillies actually
scored all the runs they
needing with three in the second inning, two on Bake
McBride's single.
Winner Dick Ruthven, 5-3,
scattered eight hits in eight innings before getting ninth-

inning reief help from Dickie
Notes. The victory was the
fourth straight and eighth in
the last 10 games for the
Phillies.
Giants 5, Pirates 2
Darrell Evans drove in
three runs with a homer and a
single and Vida Blue scattered
seven hits to lead San Francisco over Pittsburgh. The
Giants, winners in seven of
their last eight games, scored
three runs in the first inning
off loser John Candelaria on
RBI singles by Evans, Willie
McCovey and Larry Herndon,
Candelaria, 2-3, also yielded
a two-run homer in the fifth by
Evans, his sixth of the season.

Blue,7-2 with his second victory this season over Pittsburgh, yielded the first
Pirate run in the fifth on Bill
Madlock's triple and a double
by Phil Garner. Lee Lacy
singled home another Pittsburgh run in the sixth.
Cubs 2, Dodgers I
Chicago beat Los Angeles as
Dodger shortstop Bill Russell
committed a two-out throwing
error that allowed two runs to
score in the ninth. The
Dodgers held a 1-0 lead going
into the last inning as the
result of Steve Yeager's infield RBI single in the second
inning,
The victory went to reliever

Bruce Sutter, 3-3, while Steve
Howe, 1-2, the third Dodger
pitcher, took the loss.
Russell's throw pulled Steve
Garvey off first base and the
ball bounced off Garvey's
glove.
Expos 7, Reds 4
Gary Carter's two-run
homer capped a five-run fifth
inning, helping Montreal beat
Cincinnati. Larry Parrish also
homered as the Expos took
two of the three-game series.
The Expos' big inning overshadowed Johnny Bench's
three RBI performance for
Cincinnati.
Winner Scott Sanderson, 4-3,
gave up four runs, eight hits

and struck out four before going out in the seventh inning
for a pinch-hitter.
Padres 11,Cardinals 5
Ozzie Smith and Jerry
Mumphrey hit tie-breaking
singles in the eighth inning
and Barry Evans smashed a
grand slam homer in the ninth, leading San Diego over St.
Louis and extending the Cardinals' losing streak to 10
games.
Rollie Fingers, 5-4, the third
Padres pitcher, gained the
triumph, while John D'Acquisto blanked the Cards over
the last two innings to pick up
his first save. Roy Thomas, 12, the third of five St. Louis pit-

chers, took the loss
Meta 3, Braves 0
John Stearns doubled home
Frank Taveras with the
goahead run and Mike Jorgenson followed with a two-run
homer in the eighth inning as
New York defeated Atlanta
behind the three-hit pitching
of Craig Swan,
Phil Niekro, 3-6, held New
York to five hits until the
eighth when Taveras doubled
with one out for his fourth hit
of the game. With two down,
Stearns doubled home
Taveras, and Jorgensen then
hit a high fly ball down the
right field line that squeezed
just inside the foul pole.

Brewers' Brouhard Turning To Be A Bargain After Being Purchased From Angels For Just $25,000
By HERSCHELNISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
There aren't many lowpriced bargains in these inflationary times, but Mark
Brouhard is turning out to be a
good buy for the Milwaukee
Brewers,
Until Sunday, when he
belted his first major league
homer, a three-run shot that
gave the Brewers a 3-2 victory
over the Minnesota Twins,
Brouhard's main claim to
fame was that he hit a ball
measured 617 feet in the air
and 682 in total distance while
playing for Salinas of the
California League in 1978.
Brouhard came to the
ballpark Sunday figuring to
ride the bench again, even
though he doubled Saturday
night for his first major league
hit and made a spectacular
catch in right field. Instead, he
got his first major league start
because right fielder Sixth
Lezcano is in a slump.

Monday Fio-1
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keep him all season,they must ing the New York Yankees 9-6. run homer as John again fail"I got to the park and I
Elsewhere in the American ed to gain his 200th major
offer him back to the Angels
didn't even look at the lineup,"
League,the Cleveland Indians league victory. Meanwhile,
for $12,500.
said Brouhard, who turned 24
And the crippled, slump- nipped the Boston Red Sox 3-2, another newcomer, Luis Leal,
last Thursday."I just went out
ridden Angels undoubtedly the Detroit Tigers turned back won his first big league apto the outfield to do my work
during batting practice. Then, would grab him. They need all the Baltimore Orioles 6-4 in 11 pearance by holding the
(coach) Frank Howard said, the help they can get after innings, the Texas Rangers Yankees tcOthree runs in 72-3
'Hey, take it easy, you're bowing to the Kansas City defeated the Oakland A's 7-2 innings despite yielding 12
working today.' I ran all the Royals 7-3 for their 12th set- and the Seattle-Mariners trim- hits.
The Blue Jays battered John
way in to look at the lineup back in 17 games and ninth in med the Chicago White Sox 8-3
and Ed Figueroa for 15 hits,
card. I thought it was a a row at home.
While Brouhard has been including a three-run homer
Meanwhile, Toronto rookie
misprint. I didn't believe it."
The Brewers paid $25,000 Lloyd Moseby duplicated with the Brewers all season, by John Mayberry.
Royals 7, Angels 3
last fall to draft Brouhard Brouhard's feat by hitting his Moseby,20, reported to ToronGeorge Brett doubled twice
from the California Angels' first major league homer — he to on Saturday. He made his
organization after he hit .350 also singled, doubled and presence felt with a two-run and homered, scoring two
for El Paso, narrowly missing drove in four runs — as the double off Tommy John in the runs and driving in three to
the Texas League triple Blue Jays snapped a five- first inning and then snapped back the five-hit pitching of
crown. If the Brewers don't game losing streak by down- a 2-2 tie in the third with a two- Larry Gura, who tied his
career high with seven
strikeouts and beat the Angels
for the 10th time in 11 career
decisions. Brett doubled in the
Royals' three-rim sixth inning
to drive in the first run off
Milwaukee,
52;
B.Bell,
Texas,
52.
Lou
PITCHING 15 Decisions i-Reuss,
TODAY'S MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
Dave LaRoche, making his seDOUBLES: D.Garcia, Torcato, 13;
Angeles, 5-0, 1.000, 2.70; Bibby, PittBy The Assimisted Press
Morrison, Chicago, 13; Yount,
cond start since 1974, and addsburgh, 5-1, .833, 3.38; Carlton,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Milwaukee, 12; Lemon, Chicago, it;
ed a two-run homer in the
BAITING (85 at bats)--Rettx, St. Philadelphia, 9-2, NO, 2.08; Jackson,
McRae,/Cansas City, 11; B. Bell, Texas,
Pittsburgh, 4-1, .803, 1.74; Sutton, Los
Louts, 271; EHerndz, Si. Louis, .351;
seventh.
11; Oliver, Texas,11.
Angeles, 4-1, .800, 2.00; Welch, Lou
Simmons, St. Louis, .231; RSznIth, Los
TRIPLES: Griffin, Toronto, 6; Brett,
Indians 3, Red Sox 2
Angeles, 4-1, .000, 2.50; Shirley, San
Angeles,.333; Templeton, St. Louis,.317.
Kansas City,5; Castino, bbnnesota, 4; 13
Diego, 4-1, .800, 1.33; Blue, San FranRUNS-Schmldt, Philadelphia, 29;
Boston's Chuck Rainey
Tied With 3.
.779,2.98
cisco,
7-2,
ICHerndz, St. Louis, 29; Lopes, Los
HOME RUNS: Ogbvie, Milwaukee,
breezed into the eighth inning
STRIKEOUTS -Carlton,
Angeles, 28; Lotinaki, Philadelphia, 38;
11; Rust, California, 10; Velez, Toronto,
Philadelphia, 99; Richard, Houston, 64;
with a two-hitter and a 2-0 lead
Templeton,St. Louis, N.
9;
Singleton, Baltimore, 8; Re.Jackson,
Ryan, Houston, 51; Blyleven, PittRBI-Garvey, Los Angeles, 34;
but Joe Charboneau and Rick
New York, 9; Mayberry, Toronto, 8,
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 12; McBride, sburgh. 43; Vuckoach,Si. lows.46.
Zisk,Texas,It
Manning singled and Cliff
By The Associated Press
Philadelphia, 30; &Smith, Lou Angeles,
STOLEN
BASES
Hende rson ,
AMERICAN
LEAGUE
30; Knight, Qnciruuti, a; Winfiekl. San
Johnson, batting only .196, hit
BAITING 15 at bats landreaux, Oakland, 20; Wilson, Kansas City, 15;
Diego,2Z
a three-run pinch homer to
SEnnesota. .357; Bumbry, Baltimore, Bumbry, Baltimore, 13; Carew, CaliforHITS-Tempieton, St. Louis, 58,
nia,
12;
Wills,
Texas,
12.
354; Molitor, Milwaukee, 347;
turn the game around. Winner
KHerridt, Si. Louts, 53; Reitz, Si. Lails,
PITCHING (5 Decisions t. Guidry,
Molinaro, Chicago, .345; Nathan, Kan52; Taveras, New York, 48; Hendrick,
John Denny allowed eight hits.
New You, 54, 1.000, 2.73; Honeycutt,
sas City, .$44.
St. Louis, 47.
"I watched Johnson hit
RUNS: Wills, Texas, 35; Yount, Seattle, 7-1, .873,2.59; Dotson, Chicago,
DOUBLES-Stearns, New York, 16;
5-1, .833, 4.07; Martin, Kansas City, 5-1,
Milwaukee, 34; Wilson, Kansas City, Si;
Knight, Cincinnati, 11; Tavern, New
some out of the park in betting
Molitor, Milwaukee, 30; Trammell, .833, 3.19; Rainey, Bakst 4-1,600.4.44;
York, is; Rom, Philadelphia, 10;
Joan, New York, 7-2, .7711, 3.01; Gura,
practice, knew the possibility
Detroit, 211; Rivers,Texas, 28.
Ltarnbilas, Atlanta, 10.
RBI: Oliver. Texas, 31; Oglivie, Kansas City, 4-1, .750, 117; Redfern,
was there, so I put him in the
TRIPLES-McBride, Philadelphia, 4;
44,730,2.70.
fidtraelota,
Milwaukee, 30; B.Bell, Texas, N; Velez,
Moreno, Pittsburgh, 4; Knight, Cincinballgame," said Manager
STRIKEOUTS: Guidry, New York,55;
Toronto, 29; Armas,Oakland, 39.
nati, 4; 11 Tied With 3
M.Norns, Oakland, 53; F. Bannister,
Dave Garcia,
HITS Landreaux, Minnesota, 58;
HOME
RUNS-Schmidt,
Wilson, Kansas City, 54; Rivera, Texas, Seattle, 47; Redfern, Minnesota, 46,
Philadelphia, 13;
LusInskl,
Tigers 1, Orioles 4
Gale,
Kansas
City,
42.
54, Bumbry, Baltimore, 52; Mobtor,
Philadelphia, 12; Garvey, Los Angeles,
Alan Trammell, who tied
9; Kingman, Chiciruati,I; RSmith, Lou
the score with an eighthAngelea,0.
STOLEN BASES-Moreno, Pittinning homer, rammed a
The official deadline for entries was
TENNIS
sburgh, 20, LeFlore, Montreal, 19; Law,
bases-loaded single in the Ilth
ROME IA? - Guillermo Vitas of Saturday night But as the world waited
Los Angeles, 15, Caleno, Houston, 13;
Argentina overpowered Yannick Noah to learn which countries were following
North,San Francisco, 11
on a 3-1 pitch from Sammy
of France 0-0.6-4, 6-4 and won the Italian the U. S.-inspired boycott because of the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan Killarun
Stewart. The Tigers, who
-
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In the men's doubles finals Mark Edmondson and Kim Warwick of Australia
defeated Eliot Teltacher of the U.S. and
Balsas Taroczy of Hungary 74,74.
BERLIN t API - Chris Evert Lloyd
stopped Dianne Froonholtx 4.4, 6-1, 6-1
and Tracy Austin topped Wendy Turnbull 6-3, 6-2 as the United States 110111 the
tennis Federation Cup for the 10th time.
beating Australia in the finals.
MUNICH. West Germany
- Rolf
Gehrig of West Germany defeated
Chnstophe Freyss of France 6-2, 04,6-2,
6-2 to win the Bavarian International
Championships
In the doubles finals, South African
Bob Hewitt and Switzerland's Heinz
Guenthardt criohed Australian David
Carter and New Zealand's Chrts Lewis 70,6-1
PINEHURST, NC API - Frank
Sedgman 40 Australia defeated countryman Mal Anderson 6-1, 44, 8-4 in the
finals of a Grand Masters tournament
GOLF
DUBLIN,Ohio
- David Graham
dropped an 18-foot birdie potion the final
hole for a round 40 70 and beat Tom Watson by a tingle stroke in the PGA
Memorial tournament.
Graham set a course record at 280,
eight shots under par on the Muirrield
Village Goff Club layout Mike Reid
finished third at 292
CORNING. NY 1AP
- Donna
Caponi Young faltered on the last seven
holes, hot Maui on to win the LPGA
1100.000 Corning Classic with • 3-over.
par 74 fInal round that left her 2 strokes
ahead of Myra Vanlicsiae
Young finished the tournament with a
7-underoar 281, including an opening
round 84 that established • course
record. Doima White shot a 74 final
round to tie Sandra Spuzich for thlni
place with at NI
OLYMPIC/4
I/1NDON API lard Killanin. president of the International Olympic Osmmattes. said the door fill Is open for
comtries to enter trams for the Moscow
Summer Games

said help would be given to late-comers.
MOSCOW I AP'i - The official Radio
Moscow World Service termed the U.S.
led drive to boycott the Moscow Olympics a -fiasco." Ta.ss said the Carter administration was trying to -present
white as black" when it called the
boycott move a success.
HOCKEY
UNIONDALE, N.Y. 1AP - The New
York Islanders won the first Stanley Cup
of their eight-year history on Bob
Nystrom's fourth career overtime goal
at 7 It of extra play to defeat the
Philadelphia Flyers 5-4 and complete
their rags-to-riches climb to National
Hockey League supremacy.
With • crowd of 14,9116 rocking the
Nassau Coliseum, the Islanders surviv
ed a two-goal Philadelphia comeback
that tied the game 4-4 in the third period
and got Nystrom's goal to complete a 4-2
triumph in the best-al-seven series to
win the oldest trophy in North America
TRACK
HEILBRONN, West Germany 1AP Olympic champion Jacek Waola 40
Poland set a world record oft feet 111.5 inrhea in the high Jump at a West German
track and field meet, bettering the
record of 74i. set by Vladimir
Yaschenko of the Soviet Union on June
111.1e71.

THE

broke a four-game losing fis, 5-3, came into the game
streak, got their first four runs with an incredible 0.52 earned
on homers by Lance Parrish,.jam average but it rose to 1.21
Duffy Dyer, John Wockenfuss is he allowed 10 hits and six
and parrish, all off Mike runs in six innings. It was his
third straight loss; the
Flanagan.
previous two were 1-0 setRangers 7, A's 3
John Ellis belted a two-run backs. Ellis also singled to
double in the first inning off start a three-run sixth.
Mariners 8, White Sox 3
Mike Norris, the Oakland pitBruce Bochte singled home
cher who was virtually tintouchable before Sunday. Nor- two runs in the sixth inning

To Nystrom, It Was
More Than Winner
UNIONDALE, N.Y.(AP) —
To New York Islanders right
wing Bob Nystrom, it was
more than a Stanley Cup'
winning goal. It was redemption.
In the National Hockey
League championship series
against the Philadelphia
Flyers, Nystrom felt he had
not played well. His line with
left wing John Tonelli and
center Wayne Merrick had
struggled in the defensive
aspects of the game.
"Usually, the guy I'm playing against doesn't score that
many goals. But in this series,
it wasn't that way at all,"
Nystrom said Saturday. "So
for my mental preparation for
this game, I decided I really
had to play well."
He did. Nystrom scored
twice on passes from Tonelli
—the second coming at 7:11 of
overtime — to give the
Islanders a 5-4 victory over
the Flyers, a 4-2 triumph in the
best-of-seven series and the
Stanley Cup they had waited
the eight years of their history
to win.
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Daily 6-10 am

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Bel Air Center

Get a heacistart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. CalLine-your WELCOME WAGON Nostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business intorrnation I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear fro i you soon.

C
IAATaftne/YficOk!
lags King 492 9348

Nary Ilamilton 753-5510

Sensational NEW
e
POrtfait PaCkag
Personality
Bigger Package
HOW includes
Additional 83000,
Color Portrait

$12.95
price
tc4al Package

954 deP'set
Package now includes:PNO - 8x10's,3- 5x7's,
15- wallets, and 4 - Color Portrait Charms

Transactions
By The Asaselsdad Press
FOOTBALL
Nagler!Pellball League
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS Signed
Sieve Best and Jonathan Korsecny,
defensive linemen, and Bob McIntyre,
offensive guard
SAN FRANCISCO 4113fa-Simad
Bobby Leopold, David Hodge and Kassa
Turner linebackers Rich Churchman,
Misty. Kan is, defonalas Weide ,
Herb Willanza, defensive back and Dan
Hartwig,quarterback
Casallisa Fealhall League
BRFTLIN COLUMBIA LIONS Signal
Rick Baahoria, quarterback

"By winning it today, I hope
the other guys won't criticize
me for the other games," said
the 27-year-old Nystrom, one
of four current Islanders who
were part of the team in its
dreadful first season.
"During this season," added
Tonelli,"our line was on top in
defending against goals. This
series, we were getting scored
on left and right. It was important we didn't let that bother
us. This was the game that
counted."

and Joe Simpson drove in two
more with a triple as Seattle
posted its fourth consecutive
victory and handed Chicago
its fourth loss in a row.
Bochte's two-out single broke
a 3-3 tie and Simpson followed
with his triple, enabling Floyd
Bannister to end a personal
four-game losing streak. He
recorded a career-high 11
strikeouts.

The perfect Color Portrait Package for the entire family at a super
K marl price, and In a variety of poses and backgrounds. No additional charge for groups. Poses our selection. Satisfaction
always or deposit cheerfully refunded. Additional packages only
51200.

WEEKDAY INFLATION FIGHTER
SO Casts Off Deposit
With This
Deposit 95 Cents Sotooloy

These Days Only-May Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
27, 28, 29, 30, 31
Daily 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray
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Due To Inflation

More Americans Using Formal Budget

r--

By 1.A)LIISE COOS
Associated Press Writer
It a the day before payday
and you're out of funds But
where did all the money go'
Inflation is forcing more and
more Americans to draw up and stack to - a formal
budget Six out of 10 people
contacted in a recent
telephone survey by Citibank
Corp of New York said they

were

keeping

budgets

A

similar check about a year
and a-hall ago showed only
five out of 10 reported they
kept budgets.
Families may find it easier
to manage their money if they
borrow a tip from business
and develop a cash-flow chart.
Corporations use the charts
to predict future income and
expenditures and consumers
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can de the same thing Here's
how:
Draw up five worksheets.
On the first sheet, list your income on an annual and a monthly basis. Include salary.
checks - after all taxes and
deductions, along with interest, dividends and any extras that you know you will
get. Do not include hoped-for
raises, bonuses or gifts that
may fall through.
On the second sheet, list
your fixed expenses - things
like taxes that are not
deducted from your paycheck,
housing, Insurance premiums,
payments on outstanding
debts, etc. The list of
necessities varies; what is a
"must" for one family may be
optional for another. Include
everything that is essential.
Food, for example, should be

counted as a fixed expense,
you can, to some degree. control how much you spend, but
you can't eliminate the
category as a whole. Base
your esturnates on past experience, but adjust the
figures upward to take inflation Into account where
necessary.
The third worksheet is easy.
Enter your income and your
fixed expenses. Then subtract.
Now you know what you have
left to work with when it
comes to variables.
The variables should be
listed on the fourth worksheet.
Include things like entertainment and recreation, home
furnishings, gifts, charitable
contributions and clothing
Again, don't forget to take inflation into account.

recently underwent bladder
surgery.
"Our girls have always been
skittish, afraid of shots. Here
they've had absolutely no
fear. I think it's because
they've had so much preparation," said their mother,
Diane Carroll.
"The girls were told
everything. They knew where
they were going, exactly what
was going to be done," added
their father, Tom.
From the time their problem was diagnosed, it was
explained in detail in language
the girls could understand. A
week before surgery, they
went to the hospital to see the
rooms and how the various
machines worked.
"We didn't deny tile •fact

PEANUTS

MARSH1MALLOW5?THAT'S
YOUR LUNCH SR 7 A 3A6
OF MARSHMALLOWS?

I 1.0A5 IN A HARil
THI5 MORNIN6, MARCIE
AND THAT'S ALL I COULD
FIND IN THE

THE DUMB GROCER
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INSTEAD OF
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OTHER CHOICE 5IR
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I'm
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C is Limed fown,. S,ndcate Inc
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WHAT AM I
GOING 10 DO
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ABOUT IT

BEETLE?!

BLONDIE
ARE YOU
READY TO
TAKE US
TO THE

MOVIE!!

that it would be uncomfortable, that there would be
pain," Mrs. Carroll said. "But
we told them there would be
things available to help the
pain go away."
The girls were told tubes
would be stuck in their abdomens for four or •five days
after the surgery, and they
knew what each one was for.
The preparation worked so
well that Jill got up in front of
her fifth grade class and told
classmates how her ureters
had been joined to her bladder
in the wrong place and had to
be moved.
Hospital staffers feel that
parents and friends play important roles in helping calm a
child's fears and speeding
recovery after surgery.
"Our philosophy is that you
can't take care of a child
without takingArore of the
whole farnilyersaid Gloria
Nelson, head nurse in the
hospital's life support unit.
"Parents really understand
what's going on with their
kids, and they become a part
of the team that's taking care
of the child."
Other children in the family,
even toddlers, are encouraged
to visit their siblings at the
hospital, which does not
restrict visiting hours. "The
idea is what's convenient for
the patient, not for the staff
and physicians," said Ms.
Nelson.
One of the major fears of
children about to undergo
surgery is being "put to
sleep." The phrase is not used
at Children's. •
"We tell them we're going to
help them take a nap," said
Dr. Richard Waterbury, chief
of anesthesia. "We don't say
'put to sleep' because they
may have had pets that were
put to sleep."
Children are also assured
that they will wake up, but
doctors are frank with those
older children who undergo
high-risk surgery.
, Each child is given a choice
Of inhaling anesthetic or having an injection. If they choose
inhalation, they can pick the
scent they want on the mask.
Parents may stay with their
children while they are being
given the anesthetic, which
also can help alleviate fears.
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1. Legal Notice-

On the fifth worksheet, compare the amount you have
available fur variable expenses - the amount on
worksheet three - with the
amount you expect to spend. If
you have a surplus, you're in
good shape. If pou have a
deficit, you'll have to go back
to worksheets number two and
four. See if there is anywhere
you can economize now so that
you won't be caught short on
fixed expenses later on. Weigh
each expenditure. Are you
willing to walk instead of using the car so that you'll have
enough money to go to the
movies once a month?
Be realistic. Don't make Ille
so dreary that you're tempted
to splurge and spend the mortgage money on something
you really don't need - or
want.

Health Center Eases Fears Of
Children To Be Hospitalized
By KARREN MILLS
Associated Press Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (API When kids walk through the
door of the Children's Health
Center, Big Bird is there to
meet them.
When they're ready for
anesthesia, they get a choice
of smells - strawberry,
cherry, root beer or bubble
gum.
They can play pool, fingerpcint or watch a movie. And if
they don't like the dinner
menu, they can have hamburgers instead.
Everything at the health
center is geared toward calming the fears of children who
must behospitalized.
Mollie and Jill Carroll, 11year-old identical twins,

_NEN DRY IS SALE DIP!

LOS ANGELES (AP) Gasoline prices did not increase much immediately
before Memorial Day because
of abundant supplies, an oil industry analyst said Sunday.
Retail fuel prices, covering
all four grades, rose one-tenth
of a cent a gallon in May over
April, analyst Dan Lundberg
reported. Average wholesale
prices rose three-tenths of a
cent, he said.
He said dealers cut their
markups to make up the difference. Dealers are allowed a
markup of 16.1 cents a gallon
by the federal government,
but many have had to forego
their full markup because of
competition, he said.
"Since the first of this year,
dealer margins without exception of any two-week period
dropped." said Lundberg,
whose Los Angeles-based
weekly news letter bears his
name.'They are now down to
111 cents a gallon, on an
average ... 4.3 cents under
their allowable margin."

1

10 THE CLASSIFIEDS!

1-.1AirWake
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction of
CONTRACT I - WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
AND SANITARY SEWER IMPROVEMENTS,AND
CONTRACT II • WATER STORAGE FACILITIES
will be received by The South MI Water District at
the Hazel City Hall in Hazel, Kentucky until 2:00
PM, ( Daylight Savings Time ) June 26, 1960, and
then at said office publicly opened and read aloud.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be examined at the following locations:
Florence & Hutcheson, Inc.; Paducah, Kentucky
Associated General Contractors; Paducah, Kentucky
Dodge Scan; St. Louis, Missouri
F.W. Dodge; Evansville,Indiana
Gopies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
obtained at the office of Florence & Hutcheson, Inc.
located at 1201 Madison Street, Paducah, Kentucky
42001 upon payment of $100.00 for each set.
Any BIDDER, upon returning the CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS promptly and in good condition, will
be refunded the payment, and any non-bidder upon
so returning the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS will be
refunded $50.00.
J. Robert Taylor, Chairman
South 641 Water District

1. Legal Notice
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Madge Alexander, Executrix, of the estate
of Mary Lou Alexander, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before June 4. 1980, the date
of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Ruby Coates,
Guardian for Mark D. Coates,
minor. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Galloway District Court on or
before June 4. 1980. the date
of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
Distrrct Court by Annie Lee
Gunter and David Marshall
Stewart, Co-Executors, of the
estate of Erie Stewart, deceased Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before June 4. 1980. the date
of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A periodic settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Callaway,District Court by Allen
Rose. committee for Robert H.
Watson, incompetent. Exceptions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before June 4,
1980, the date of hearing_
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Beverly Wyatt,
Administratrix, of the estate of
Porter White, deteased. Exceptions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before June 4,
1980, the date of hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have beermade
in the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification.
Allen B. Jones, 503 Richardson. Murray. KY 42071.
Deceased, Lavenia L Jones.
503 Richardson, Murray, KY
42071, Executrix.
Arthur Like, Hazel, KY 42049,
Deceased, Haft Like. Rt.8. Box
422, Murray, KY 42071, Executor,
Ira Reece Kemp, Rt.2. Hazel.
KY 42049, Deceased, Charles
Kemp, Rt.2. Hazel, KY 42049,
Executor
Liza A. Spann, Rt.8, Box 41,
Murray, KY 42071, Deceased,
Larry Leslie, Rt.2, Box 141A,
Murray, KY 42071, Executor
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk

2. Notice
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
Going abroad? Stop first
Carter Studio for
your passports.

at

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main St, 753-3298
SALES CAIrEfll
An unusual prestige op
portunity to outstanding applicants
who
seek
a
professional soles career
Associate wirth ttse No 1
organitabon in its fiek1 in the
nation liberal salary. corn
missions and fringe benefits
Applicants must be ambrflosrs
and soles minded Selection
will be competitive and based
OP market evaluations and
personal interviews
Send
If P 4?
rpetume
odocoh.iy
1 1870
00011o

2-A66c"

!

Office Space For I
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

•

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference

that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5.1.0M and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11, Instnictions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale a Track
14, Want To But
IS. Articles For Sale
IC Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
11, Seams Machines
19. Farm Equipment
29. sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24, Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
23, Mob Home Rents
21. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
13. Room la Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or tease
37. livestock-Supplies
31 Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
It Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
41. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55, Feed And Seed
56, Free Column
57, Wanted

World Electrical
Designs
Introduces

M.R.B.
Relieves long or short term
pain For information wide
Box 102 Murray, Kentucky.
Money Bock GuaranMe

Erv Washer is no longer with
Murray Supply Lawn and
Garden Center, he has opened
his own shop, open from 2 til 8
pm, Monday through Friday at
Lynn Grove Gym. Will do work
on chain saws, road tillers,
lawn mowers, and any small
gas engine.
Pick your own strawberries!
Blakemare and Tennessee
Beauty. 4 miles west of Tri-City
on Highway 83. Hoyt Adams.
382-2360.
Spring cleaning special! 10%
off, limited time only Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 4362731

Protect Your Driveway
Seal It This Summer. For
Free Estimates Call
753.2348. We're the
professionals

What we do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.
- -5.
FOR SALE
135 mm. F28,
Call
telephoto lens
753-5322 after 4 p m

"e Buy
Sell- Trade
- Pawn
Ore Pay
Cosh For
GOLD- In, 14$, I 63,
1 3$, 221I; SILVER COIN'
1964
and
before

STERLING

Vernoq's
Western store
Pawn▪▪ thop
Olympic Flora
U.suer, 41••• tow. rloolies
•••••••1 awl
•••••
d•••••••••••
PM Iuprot••
•••In• mime •• One p., aS
0,1•••1 Mee

6. Help Wanted
LOOKING
FOR A
JOB?
Tired of seasonal
jobs, strikes, or
unhappy
with
present
income,
recent graduate, or
for
1 01
other
reasons? We need
men and women
who have a desire
to earn $200 omore per week.
Neat appearing, 19
or over, and willing
to
work.
Opportunity for advancement.

CALL
759-1344
Experienced small engige
mechanic to work on a percentage basis. Only experienced
need apply. Richard Small
Engine Services. *Hazel. 4928519.
Earn $50.00/ hundred securing. stuffing Envelopes Free
detals, reply "HomeworkersS12", Box 94485, Schaumburg, 11 60194
Immediate openings. Will hire
all qualified trainees, 17-25
years old. Welding, metal working, mechanics Excellent pay,
advancement, regular raises.
High school grad or GED required Call Navy (502) 7536439 or call toll free 1-800841-8000.
RADIOLOGIC
TECHNOLOGIST
Position
currently
available for staff
technologist.
Our
hospital is a 556-bed
full-service institution
providing a wide range
of modern radiologic
technology
Salary
based upon experience.
Excellent
benefit
program. Send resume
or contact Jane Fuqua,
Personnel Director,
Jackson-Madison County General Hospital,
Jackson, TN 38301.
19011 424-0474
Technical jobs. Immediate
openings in all skilled areas.
No experience required. 17-24
years old. We provide training
while paving over $104 weekly.
Room, ooaid, medical provided. Call Navy (502) 753-6439
for interview or call toll free I 800-841-8000.

9. Situation Wanted

Electrehtx as
service Tony
6760

19. Farm

19/3 Allis CP
tor, also 1961
382-2327
Ford tractor
753-8846
John Deere S
off on car an
brand new
Deere G &
miles south
641 Phone 7
1975 John
tractor, 4' n
transmission

510 Massey (
grain header
ter bar Call 4
245 Massey
tractor
ap
hours, all extr
Contact Howe
4389

24. Miscel

For sale Over
Rudy's Resta
days 753-163/
For sale 35.
wall furnace.
753-8214 afte
For sale Sol
storage rods f
Call 759-1207
7x9 Fibergla!
Like new. 753For sale: 10(
strength glas!
42"x42-, $10
0701
John Deere 1:
mower. esti
Howard Brand(
Two wheel ut
753-1872.

26.TV-Rad

CB radio for
8793 after 5 pi

27. Mobile

1971 Park Ave
flushed. 474-22
12x65 Three
bath on appro
lot lust minuti
Washer, drye
stove, and airheat. Outside
pinned and
$11,500 Call?

28. Mob. H

Two bedroom
near Murray. NI
2611_
Trailer for rent,
ed, near Mum
No pets. Call 41

29. Heating
We buy and
conditioners
pressor& Dill
9104 or 753-15

30.
BusinOFI
SPI
FOR
Good locatii
parking

Newly ri
Over 1800
rent all
Available it
753-8355
4839.
Business or
available for
Close to court
customer park
4109

Exterior
painting, very
reasonable. Call 753-9607

NI

10. Bus. Opportunity

Wars

Own your own business from
one of the largest corporations
in America and enioy it's fantastic benefits. the Shaklee
way For more information call
753-0541 or 753-9486

Storer

SUMMER $US. Couldn't you
use more fresh green cash in
the hand? Cash 'or a car,
books, vacations or tuitions.
You can get it by working with
us Call 443-6469 between 8
AM and 10 AM only An equal
opportunity employer

NC

For I
753-4

NEW OfFKI
Mon(ia,-Ft
Price oi
NAIRCIIT S

13. For Sale or Trade
1976 Fqni Explorer truck
camper, top. Michelin steel
belted radials, power and air,
AM-FM radio, tape Will trade
for lot or city property 7533456 days. 753-5402 evenings

15. Article For Sale
Wedding gown, size 10 Also
long evening dress. size 12
Call 753-2247

Li
Sa
annou

16.Nome Fu nushinp
Electric
stove, $25,
Refrigerator, $50, Stereo. $50;
Chain saw, $100. Call 7591275

GUNS
We buy anti sell
new & used

ROGER'S
GUN SHOP
low prices

2. Notice

753 3301

Solid maple 5 piece bedroom
suite. Coll 753-5008
Used Seers dishwasher, good
condition, S75. Call 753-068
or 162-3813.

.Aiwit•rt-wronnernow

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

for t

22,
'0
-
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cuum CW
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- 30. BusMess Rental
ters

311 Pets-Suories

Homes

Ford tractor and equipment
753-8846
John Deere Special Extra 10%
off on car and tractor filters, a
brand new item from John
Deere G & Y Farm Center. 3
miles south of Murray on U S
641. Phone 759-4440
1975 John Deere 140 lawn
tractor. 4 mower automatic
transmission 753-9240
510 Massey combine with 14'
grain header and floating cutter bar. Call 489-2425.
245 Massey Ferguson diesel
tractor. approximately 80
hours, all extras. 9 months old.
Contact Howard Brandon, 7534389

ore

16
1
asonal
c, Or
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come,
ite, or
other
need
women
desire
oweek.
19, 19
willing
r

op.
ad-

14
I
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ird Small
azel, 492ed securspes Free
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8301.
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red 17-24
le training
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g, very
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41. Public Sale

32. Apts. For Rent
All electric efficiency apart
ment, 2',/ blocks from University $120 per month. $120
deposit Call 753-9829
Duplex, 2 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
appliances furnished $250
Call 759-4406
For rent
Two bedroom
townhouse apartment, range,
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
disposer, washer and dryer
hookup, central heat and air,
all carpet 753-7550
Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray Call 7534109

Having a yard sale?
Then pickup your fret
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.

JOHN SMITH
^

753-7411
AROUND THE CEO( K

Furnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms, also sleeping 43. Real Estate
rooms. Zimmerman Apart
For sale. Over 50 years old, old ments, South 16th Street
753:
Pardo. A Thurman
Rudy's Restaurant sign Call 6609
Insurance &
days 753-1632.
New 2 bedroom brick duplex
For sale 35-50,000 BTU gas with extra large closets. Nc
Real Estate
wall furnace, like new. Phone pets. $250 per month. 753Southsode Court Square
753-8214 after 5 pm.
Merrily, Kentrocky
0814.
753-4451
For sale • Solar heaters and One bedroom furnished apartstorage rods for any size area. ment, college boys preferred.
Call 759-1207 after 5 pm.
Located 121 North next to Do you know why we say -Sell7x9 Fiberglass garage door. fairgrounds. No pets. Call 753- ing a house is easy. keeping it
sold is tough?' More than 50%
3139.
Like new, 753-3842.
of all home sales have major
For sale 100 pieces double
closing problems 50% 1 That's
FOR RENT
strength glass. approximately
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Nice furnished apart42"x42", $10 each. Call 753Realtors are trained to concenments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
0701.
trate on follow-through. No
college girls. Summer
paperwork detail is too small,
John Deere 114 48" cut yard
and
foil
semester,
no processing or financial prowith
mower. excellent. Contact
swimming
cedure
too unimportant to
pool
Howard Brandon, 753-4389.
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
privilege. Call 753Two wheel utility trailer. CaH
to
make
sure your sale closes
5865 days or 753-5108
753-1872.
on time and you get all you exafter 6 p.m, and on
pect.We call it "Seller's Peace
26.1V-Radio
Sunday.
of Mind." We put it all in
CB radio for sale. Call 753writing in an agreement called
8793 after 5 pm.
One bedroom furnished with the
Action Warranty. And then
water
furnished,
one
or two we back it up
27. Mobile Home Sales
with the most
adults, $50 deposit $80 per
important agreement of all: A
1971 Park Avenue. 12x50, fur- month. One mile out of
city handshake...We mean
what we
nished. 474-2267 or 474-8852. limits. Phone 753-5405.
say. Call Century 21 Loretta
12x65 Three bedroom, 11
/
2 Two bedroom apartment. Em- Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
bath on approximately 1 acre bassey Apartments.
Call 753lot lust minutes from Murray. 4331.
STROUT REALTY, INC.
Washer, dryer, refrigerator,
The Leeds., sieve 19011 is sorsos ISM
smeesieseet sad teller,
stove, and air-conditioner. Gas Two bedroom and one
FARMS-NOMES
heat. Outside storage. Under- bedroom, both furnished.
BUSINESSES
pinned and strapped down. Couples only. No pets. Water
LAKE
RECREATIONAL
AND
furnished. Call 753-1203.
$11,500. Call 753-6677.
PROPERTY
Two
bedroom
apartment.
28. Mob. Home Rents
Listings needed!. Offices
Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher,
Coast to Coast Buyers from
Two bedroom trailer for rent, garbage disposal,
washer and
Everywhere. "Free'"Cataglog
near Murray. No pets. Call 489- dryer. All
electric. 753-9240.
Strout Realty
2611.
lee teems belies
Three bedroom, unfurnished
Trailer for rent 1260, furnish- apartment, central
191 Coldwater Id
753-0186
heat and
ed. near Murray. extra clean. air, very
nice. quiet
No pets. Call 489-2118.
neighborhood, $250 per mon- You're moving to a new city.
th. Two bedroom, partly fur- What good does it do to call
29. Heating-Cooling
We buy and sell used air- nished, spacious, $130 per Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors here in Murconditioners and air com- month. Call 753-8731.
ray?...Because a Century 21
pressors Dill Electric, 753- 33. Rooms for Rent
Neighborhood Professional
9104 or 753-1551.
Rooms for rent, one block from from the
city you are moving to
University.
boys or girls. Call will promptly call you. They'll
30. Business Rental
753-1812 or 759-4909.
take the time to find out the
OFFICE
34. Houses For Rent
kind of home you'll be looking
SPACE
Four bedroom house, 6 miles for. They'll give you some ideas
east of Murray on Highway 280. about your new community.
FOR RENT
And then they'll begin putting
Call 753-6612 or 753-5200.
together a list of homes for you
Good location. Excellent
Two bedroom house. Call 753- to look at upon your arrival.
facilities.
parking
4331.
This servite is part of the CenNewly redecorated.
Three bedroom enerry saving tury 21 VIP Referral Program.
Over 1800 sq. ft. Will
townhouse. Living room, kit- It links together the more than
rent all or part.
dining, bath. Appliances 7,500 Century 21 offices
Available June 1, 1980. chen,
furnished, Heat pump. 753- around the country. If you're
753-8355 or 436about to sell your house, call
5791. between 9 and 4:30.
4839.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Three bedroom house with
Realtors And then you're on
Business or office space good well. 345-2205.
your way to the easiest move
available for rent or lease. Two bedroom furnished all you've ever made - going and
Close to court square. Private electric home. 50 feet from coming. Call Loretta Jobs
customer parking. Call 753- campus. No pets. $200 per Realtors at 753-1492.
4109.
month, $200 deposit. 411 7539829.

24. Miscellaneous

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

unity

less from
rporations
y it's fanShaklee
ation call

Two bedroom unfurnished
house on Palestine Church
road near Aurora. Call 7537337 or 437-4617
Fescue, 154 per bale
4065

753-

209 IlMwerf Street
Closed All Day Wed
NEW OFFKE HOURS:
Saturday 7:30 til 5:On
Monday-Friday 730-Noon
Price et
MAIRCVT 51.25
PIKE ULAN 75.
s,ne Joy TS Os...Issas

r truck
in steel
and air,
fill trade
.ty 753venings

Lloyd W. Housman, MD
Sally Holt Channey, MD
announce the association of

10 Also
size 12.

Gary P. England, MD
for the practice of Obstetrics
and Gynecology.

$25;
so. $50;
ill 759-

2226 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Office By Appointment Only
502-442-9414

iedroom

ri good
i3-068P

3-1222

n

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Dial-A-Service
Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control

37. Livestock-Supplies

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Idn't you
cash in
r a Car,
tuitions,
king with
stween 8
An equal

4,,r •
KOPppitD

49. Used Cots

46
Fs Se.. _
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered _
House la sale or rent 2 Surplus leeps, Cars. and For all your plumbing in- Need work on your trees ToppTrucks,
available
through
stallations or repairs, all work ing, pruning shaping, combedroom house in Ti i-City.
freshly painted inside and out- government agencies Many guaranteed experienced Call plete removal and more Cell
sell
under
Call
$200
312-742- 753-8950
side Well built. Possible owner
BONERS TREE SERVICES tor
financing to qualified person 1143 extension 2641 for intor. Fence sales at Sears now Call professional tree care 753
matIon
on
purchase
how
to
Call (901) 479-1313. South
Sears 753-2310 for free 8536
Fulton. after 6 pm
1978 Thunderbird priced to estimates for your needs
S & S Painting Co.. custom
New home at Panorama sell, excellent condition One Guttering by Sears, Sears COD- painting since 1975 Free
Shores 4 bedrooms, 2 baths owner 753-9795
TIDOIJS gutters installed per estimates 759-4020
and wood burning stove Can
your specifications Call Sears Tractor work, bushlyouing,
be seperated into two seperate 50. Used Truth
753-2310 for free estimates
plowing, discing, blade work
living quarters. Beautiful lake 1975 Dodge pickup Good conInsulation blown in by Sears, gardens Free estimates Call
view Owner willing to sacrifice dition 753-6686
save on these high heating and 753-7400 or 753-2632
in order to sell. Also reasonable
1973 Ford van fully customiz- cooling bills Call Sears, 753
Will do plumbing air condifinancing available 753-9576
ed inside and custom paint 2310 for free estimates
tioning, repairs and remodeling
Sale or lease, option to buy. 4 outside Digital read out clock
bedroom tri-level 1102 Doran and AM-FM tape deck $2250 Ken's lawnmower and com- around the home such as
plete auto service Overby carpentry painting, roofing
IT:e5
759-4868
Call 1-354-6217
Road Shop 753-86% home and concrete work. Call 7536'Only a so-so cast, and so tar no under Three bedroom brick home. 2 For sale 1976 GMC half ton 759-1221. Fast service!
2211 or 753 9600
baths, large kitchen with built- pickup Sharp!. $1500 Call
standable plot.'
ins, family room with fireplace, 436-2590
PAINTING
GARDENS a
central heat and air, city
Ressdential,Yarm
YARDS
1970 Jeep truck with topper
43. Real Estate
and Lupo-sem:LI
43. Real Estate
schools. $58,500. 1719
Limed& lertiiiiec
Spray.brushiroller
$1800 Call 753-5889
Magnolia Drive 759-1508.
Gardens Worked
15 Yrs. Experience
Best buy in town! 819 North
Rare 1964 Ford Econline
Ready for plartong the some
NEED ROOM for • growing
RALPH WORLEY
20th.
bedroom.
Three
bath,
2
pickup
semi
custom, lust
47. Motorcycles
day. Bush Hogging
family? News s older hew
436-?353
wood burning fireplace, 2 car
needs finishing Can be seen at
Bledework
worth lets of spec* ans.& end
garage and well landscaped Finest accessories Best ser- 11091
/
2 Vine Street
We Johnson Janine
oat forge two story home on
Garland
vice
Motorcycle
Parts
and
Ser753-1699
K & K Stump Removal Do you
yard $59.800 Call Spann
ka acre kir neer Kerkarsy mey
753 1656
753-117116
need stumps removed from
Realty Associates, 753-7724 vice, 307 North 4th Open 51. Campers
be reed for you it's well
afternoons 4 00-6 00 Saturmernforned hes stones deers
anytime
18 Foot self-contained camper. your yard or land cleared of
days 9 00-3 00
and windows sod plenty of
Will haul driveway white rock
$2500 or will consider trade stumps. We can remove stumps
outsid• storog• Only
XR-75 Motorcycle and a Motor- for boat and motor Call 753- up to 24- below the ground, and Ag lime, also have any type
$32 900
leaving only sawdust and chips of brown or white pea gravel
cross bicycle Call 753-7904
2844
Call for free estimate Bob Also do backhoe work Gall
JOHN SMITH
1979 Yamaha IS-11 Special. 52. Boats and Motors
Kemp 435-4343. or 435-4319. Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
1800 miles. like new $3200
1977 Hydrosport 17' bass. 115 Kennedy - Littleton Lawn Ser- 753-6763
Call 492-8507 before 6 pm.
Mercury, fully equipped 753- vices. Yard work, lawn mowing. Will
do
landscaping
48. Auto. Services
6760Services_
Free estimates. Call 753-5523 maintenance, lawn mowing.
For sale Set 15 inch Rally 53.
hedge trimming Call 753
-iffWel- or 753-1259 any time.
wheels for Chevrolet truck; set
LIVE AND
753-7411
L[cInsed Electrician and gas in 0366
of 15 inch Rally wheels for
We have a large selecAROUND THE CLOCK
EARN
stallation. heating installation Wet basement' We make wet
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck:
tion of art prints and
basements dry, work completeA lovely well-kept
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
one
711x15
new
trailer
tire,
6
frames for you.- home
How can you finance your
ly guarenteed Call of write
older home on a corner
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS.
ply.:
one
10-15
terrain
LT.
all
house in this crazy economy'
Morgan Construction
or office.
lot. House has 3
Co
roofs sealed, and underpinntire, new: one 10-15 LT. B.F.
Everybody has an idea these
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
bedrooms, formal dinAluminum or fiberglass.
ing
CARTER
Goodrich
STUDIO
all
terrain
tire,
used;
days on financing. But you
KY 42001, or call day or night
ing room, sun porch, 2
304 Mein St. 75 3-8 298
Also patio awnings and carone B.F. Goodrich 700x15 IT.,
don't lust need ideas,. You
1-442-7026
baths, and a full basesingle
ports.
double.
Jack
or
new
tires;
Goodyear
one
hi
need the best ideas, and plenty
ment. Large living
miler 700x15 L.T used tire. AA-1 AU. TYPES home remodel- Glover. 753-1873 after 6 pm.
of them That's why Century 21
ROOFING
room with a fireplace
Phone 753-7393.
ing
and
maintenance Mitchell
Blacktopping,
Loretta lobs Realtors are trainwith gas logs. Modern
types, Free
All
References.
Guaranteed
work.
driveways
and
lobs
Small
a
ed to show you 21 different•
Opel and Datsun parts and
kitchen. All this lplus a
Estimates. Coll 759
ways to creatively finance repairs. Opel GT engine, repair Free estimates. Call 753-8948 speciality, also patching and
nice 2 bedroom garage
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
451 2 at 759-1 859
seal coating. 753-1537
whether you are buying or selland save. Call 474-2325.
apartment on the back
nights. All work patening. And we take the necessary
Air-conditioning
and
refrigeraPAINTING.
Interior
exand
49. Used Cars
of the lot for potential
time to explore your options
tion, service work on all terior. Free estimates. Call 753income to help fight in1973 Buick Century. 2-door, brands_ Used air-conditioners
and to formulate your best
9059 or 753-3955 after 6 pm. Will wash and wax and hand
flation. 60's.
$1000. Call 753-8056
course of action. Stop in at
and refrigerators for sale. Bill References available.
buff any and all cars. trucks
1200 Sycamore or call Century
1969 Buick Skylark, 2-door Rollins, 753-0762.
$25. For more information call
PEACEFUL
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors at
good condition Call 436-2289 Bulldozing, backhoe work and Painting, paperhanging, com- 753-2696.
mercial or residential. Farm
RETREAT
753-1492. In a crazy economy
after 6 pm.
septic systems. Call 437-4533 buildings etc. Free estimates.
Beautifully wooded
you need all the help you can
Will do interior or exterior pain01
354-8161
after
8 pm.
1974 Cutlass Supreme. $1800.
759-1987.
get.
waterfront lot in nice
ting. Free estimates. Call 753759-4000
Brick patio and walks. also
0567
location fronting on
1973 Camaro 350 CID, Craig wooden patio decks. Free
Kentucky Lake. Also
COURTNEY SMALL
Will clean basements, garages,
stereo, Goodyear radials, good estimates. Have references.
included is quality 2ENGINE REPAIR
attics. Will haul a way anything
Call
759-1859
or
753-6581.
condition.
Best
offer.
Call
753boat covered boat
Mowers Tillers Chainsows
that can be put in pickup
8257.
Fast Service Guaranteed
dock, and 2 bedroom
Concrete and block work. Block
truck. 492-8285 after 6 pm.
Will
work
pickup and deliver
mobile home with
1977 Chevrolet Impala, power garages. basements, driveways,
Will mow yards and haul brush
BOYD-MAJORS
75
-4544.
large covered front
steering and brakes, air, split walks, patios, steps. free
Call 753-4921.
REAL ESTATE
wooden deck. Get
seats, silver with red interior. estimates. Charles Barnett,
753-8080
in excellent condition $2900. 753-5476.
ready for spring and
753-8762.
summer relaxing days
-ProfesstonalServices
Driveways and parking areas
With n?c Friendly TOlicIC'
ahead by checking out
1978 LTD II, two-tone brown white rocked and graded. Free
this good buy. $24,500.
custom touring package. Air- estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
THIS IS IT-,
Phone Kopperud Realconditioned, power steering, gravel, lime, one ton and up.
A HOUSE
ty, 753-1222 for all the
brakes. AM-FM tape. Call 436- Clifford Garrison. 753-5429.
WITH EVERYTHING
information.
5347.
Dale Spencer's sandblasting
Four bedroom - 24.2
1973 Mazda RX-2. 4-speed, air, and painting and backhoe serbath, living room with
radial tires, good condition. vice. Call 753-6626. if no
elec. fireplace. Den
44. lots For Sale
answer call 753-5198.
Call 436-5353.
has fireplace and
Lots in Bagwell Manor,
Maverick.
beamed ceiling. Din1973
Small
V-8
New
reasonable. Call Howard Brantires and battery. Good condiDRIVEWAYS
ing room and kitchen
don, 753-4389.
tion Call after 530. 753-3348
WHITE ROCKED
w/dining area. Game
3.8 Wooded acres in Whiskey
AND GRADED
room with pool table.
1966 Mustang for sale, cheap
Nice home in Hazel - 2 bedroom, large Hying roam,
Ridge, $4000.00. 753-0579.
Hauling Ag Lime Gravel,
Double garage. 17'
Call 436-2826.
dining room, kitchen, bath & screened in back porch.
Dirt Sand any kind white
46. Homes For Sale
33' swimming pool
Fully carpeted, electric heat, aluminum siding, storm
New 1980 Toyota's from
rock
w/diving
well.
By owner 4 bedroom house in $4610! AM-FM 8-track, stripes,
windows S. doom, 'rictus lot for garden, nice outside
may
Johnsen
Den
Located at 1510 Dudley
country. Enerry saving firplace body side moldings. 33/43
753.4162
storage balding. On east state line. Cull 492-8630 or
753-501
Dr.See it today!!!
insert, newly carpeted EPA rating. HATCHER AUTO
753-57116
753-21SS.
downstairs, stove
LAKE COTTAGE
and IALES.
refrigerator. On one acre
Relax on your screen
$20.000 Call 753-0521 or
porch and enjoy the
753-1604 evenings.
view, or strole down to
the lake and catch a
Extra nice new 2 bedroom
mess of crappie. A
brick duplex in Northwood.
great place to live on
Priced in $50's. 753-0814
Ky Lake - most
For sale by owner: 2 bedroom
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
unusual sparsely
brick home near University. 2
wooded lot with a
And Save For A Handy Reference)
bathrooms, fireplace and wood
cabin and room to
heat, remodeled kitchen, hardbuild another.
Free Termite Inspection
wood floors, deck and large
shaded backyard Priced to sell
Flies, Roaches, Silver Fish
at $39,500. Phone 753-6618
753-8080
& Shrubs.
for appointment. -

Electrolux authorized sales and Small commercial building and
service Tony Montgomery, 753- one bedroom furnished apart- AKC registered Doberman puppies for sale Call 753-7476
6760
ment. Call 753-2967 after 5
Basic and Advanced dog obepm.
Equipment
dience classes All breeds and
1973 Allis Chalmbers 160 trac- 1000 Square feet in Southside ages Professional instructor
tor, also 1966 F-600 truck Call Shopping Center Call 753 436-2858
6612 or 753-5200
382-2327

COUNTRY CHARM
You must see this
home on one acre to
appreciate. Spacious
den w/woodburning
stove. Secluded setting
with several trees, and
stream, with frontage
on blacktop road only
10 mi. from Murray.
Only 820,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. We're bringing
the 1900's home to
you!!
DIAMOND IN
THE ROUGH
Just listed this handyman's special 4room home on 2
beautifully wooded
acres only 1 1-: miles
from Murray. This is a
real pocketbook
pleaser at only 810,500.
Phone the friendly
folks at Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We're
working hard to provide the best possible
real estate service for
you.

Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 159-1116
day or night.

-

•-

Fire
753-1441

WE CONTROL

TERMITES

Also household, lawn indoors and out-

MAGIC HAT

doors!

"Chimney Swooping
In the fins old
tradition"
lushness 434-2731

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest (ontrol-

Kelley's Termite a
Pest
Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
horn*
but never think about termites - they cause
the most
damage next to fire Hove your home treated
now!
753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, 100
South
13th Street, Murray. KY Over 33 years
experience.
Home owned and o rated.

753-3914
Sheriff Hinman's
753-3151 Rentals

100 SO 11lb

HurryIt

ibis&
d,wee, sewer
power mud commie reels Mei
1141.

Quality Service
Company
'Hoof Pump
Speciafists
Modern Sheet Metal
Service Departments.

153-9290

Police
753-1621

753-5703

Hugh's
Welding Shop

anuirs

General WeWieig, ,
Including
Portable Service
Lawn Mower
end Tiller
Tune.Up

435-4434

002 N. leth Street
Murray.

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
•0511111 MILT 51111111111111t
•OVSTINI BIM 111111111111
CABINETS

753-5940
1212 klAIN

Polk.
753-1621
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952
Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
6a m -Midnight
7 Days A Week

noon 753-5351
or 753-5352
_Se

irs-

AVAIL ABLE

eeiesurissrs•Neweessisseries wirer,

•

In times of peace... in times of war. .. men and women of
the armed forces have stood ready to protect our ideals of
democracy. We will not forget their heroic deeds, for they
were done in the name of freedom. We cannot forget their
loyalty, for it gave their struggle meaning, and kept this
nation strong. And we must not forget them, for they gave
their lives so that this nation might live. On Memorial Day,
let's pay grateful tribute to those who lived, and died so
courageously for their country.

(Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a
complete list of Calloway County's war dead. If any
of our war dead are not listed here, please call the
Ledger & Times and their names will appear on the
next Memorial Day along with the heroes listed
here.)
-

--

•*

**************************.

World War I

Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark
Ira Wade Creekmur

I Korean War I
Bobby Gene Burchett
M. C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
Billy Burkeen

Vietnam War
James Scarborough
Billy L. Lauffer
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar
James L. Futrell
Richard Glenn Willis

*

************************************
*
*

** World War II ***
.
. *,.•****••.*;*•.••••••••••*••••••••**,*
Albert Bradford Armstrong
Billy Ray Atkins
John Brent Bedwell
S. C. Byerly''
Thomas P. Crawford
Codie Campbell
Alvin Calhoon
Parvin Cook
Coy H. Darnell
William H. Doran
Lewis Chester Dodds
Ruble Leo Dunn
Hugh Grey Erwin
Ordest Houston Erwin
Bailey Watson Dockery
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
William L. Edwards
Randall Griffin
Max R. Guthrie
Henry Clay Garland
James Max Grogan
Rufus Griffin
Earl V. Grogan
Tommy Harris
Eugene D. Hutchens
Lilburn Van Huie
Carlis C. Hurt
Loyd G. Jodges
C. C. Hughes
Edward Hopper
Albert V. Hughes
Cody Jones
Herschell C. Johnson
Royce E. Jones
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Earl Knight
Troy Ivel Lewis

Joe L. Lyles
Lex Lilliard, Jr.
James Talmadge Lovett
Ellis Cartelle Lassiter
Herman Maynard
Tom Moffitt
John Hugh Mason
Guy McDaniel
James F. McDougal
Newbern McCullar
Raymond McDaniel
William Thomas McCage
Gordon W. McCuiston
Preston Norman
Tom Olive
James Orville Osbron
James Knight Parker
James Ralph Pate
Daryl Parks
Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr.
Charlie T. Rowland
Keith Ross
Robert Lee Skinner
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Chester Emery Stafford
W. L. N. Simpson
Irl M. Smith
Hilton Stafford
David Ewing St. John
James Hafford Smith
Joseph Brown Wilson
Vernon Thompson
Leland W. Thompson
Edward West
Billy Ray Walston
Milburn Ray Wrye
Charlie Cooper

***************************

***********
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Let 115 Remember
Them...Their Deeds...Their Courage.
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